STRAIGHT UP, it is not in order , EDITED OR
EVEN CLOSE TO FINNISHED ITS A PROJECT
SEEKING A GROUP! !
WATCH THIS >>
http://video.search.yahoo.com/search/video?
p=david+icke
END OF AMERICA >>
http://www.stansberryresearch.com/pro/1108PSINEW
VD/PPSIN110/PR
>>New world order wake up call<<
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLpWpxJl648
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CRIMES

INDICTMENTS
WAR CRIMES AND CRIMINALS OF NORTH DAKOTA

Time to settle the score!
Between these few pages I offer new life in hopes of helping
reality in sight and give you the power that is rightfully yours
and a whole new way to settle the score.
It’s honest and natural and buried deep in side of the honest
producer that’s been deceived of his pride sent running in
circles with no end in sight.
These pages are filled with the tools and weapons for
winning this little war. Although these facts are highly
ignored there used deceptively by those you adore there
minds have become tools to this "quiet little war". Whether
bobby pins, computers, calendars, or coal it is the working
class minds we must truly adore for they are the ones that
deserve fortune and fame but they are the one blind to the

game. Facts are facts there are two different minds, the
producer of values and those with parasitical view who work
as the bullets in this quiet little war. Those who seek power
over your very own life are the same mind that seek to put
mankind in chains they work to master the tricks of the
game. They simply forgot the meaning of life and that is to
earn happiness with a productive life.
Facts are facts you have but one life as more facts are
revealed I’ll show a new light and give the producer his long
lost life. With no guns or no fight but with simple logic we all
have the power to make it right and give the producer his
true earned might.
This little note will put holes in things not right and hopefully
change the ones that didn’t see the light and thought being a
parasite was a path to might. It has been said throughout all
the ages that God and Government is right and if you bow
and worship them you will have a good life, and go to
heaven..
Now stand back and look at them and see for yourself they
both have a bunch of people that live off your wealth. They
both gain there power with deception and lies and there is
no real value when you open your eyes they have become
unwitting weapons used on us all.
It’s really incredible the power they have to blind all the
people that has earned all this pride, The only mind that
benefit mankind is the value producer and his creative mind.
Please use your own mind and a new point of view and
judge for your self if what I say is true. When it all boils down
your god is in you and your sense of reason is his gift to you,
No other animal alive can do what mankind has done to
survive, all by the power of a reasoning mind How could this

have slipped by?
What’s being hidden with deception and lies by those who
seek power over your one and only life is the unveiling of two
separate minds. With this fact revealed you can help settle
the score over any parasite mind that seeks to control. From
world to personal the tricks are the same and anyone using
them is playing a game.
Your life is yours when you live by this rule, By producing
the values that benefit man, It’ll benefit you.
The laws of mankind are basic and true but have been
perverted to benefit the few. Race creed or color will exit
your view when you realize the deception perpetrated by
these few.
Facts are facts this logic true, the producer of values has
really been screwed!
With the philosophy of Plato that put man to his knees in
hopes of a god to fill all his needs but with this logic it feeds
a parasitical few.
Now let’s look from an Aristotle view for he is the father of
this point of view that has been hidden from mankind’s view.
In a competitive world there is no deceit as everyone
competes to help settle the score. The whole world would
soar as prices decline,
Technology would soar to help up the poor, War and disease
would be a thing of the past, Living forever wouldn't seem so
bad.
All of life wouldn’t be such a boar with millions of new things
to explore. Think about it people it’s time to settle this score!
At least do what is right and let your kids soar! Right is right
and destruction a scam if it keeps going on it will mean the

end of man, for it is the opposite of all that is grand and only
hurts all that do not understand?
In the name of God and the name of the State they are all
leading us to a most dismal fate. But with all eyes open and
reality in sight even the blind will see the light, by producing
values you feel your true might and find new cures to help
set mankind right. Productive work is the key to life by
building your emotions your happiness soars as you do what
is right and help settle this score!
You now have some tools I will give you more that can be
used on all those who stand in your way without earning
there own way for when there confronted they will all run
away!
This is "the weapon", We can use on them all.
Simply tell them of the games that they play and it’s really
them that don’t earn there own way, then show them the
errors of there ways then explain there crime does not pay
and stealing from you will help seal there own fate as more
producers see the game. You are on the losing side a silent
war Who will support you when the last producer is
informed?
Your power is false, your life is a scam, if you don’t change
you will never be a real man, You live by deceit your life isn’t
grand for all you do is scam off man. Think about it, We
should have been born into this life? Now I am really mad!
Look at Gandhi and at Jesus Christ and at the evil that took
there life There all the same mind you have been led to
believe!
The laws of man are simple and straight but have been
perverted to gain false might and fill the pockets of the puny
few that plunder the rights of the mighty you. It’s all false

power that need force and deceit then they seek glory from
the blind.. Yes you.
Look at Abe Lincoln and the scam you believe that he is the
one that freed all the slaves, Now stand back and look at the
destruction and pain that went into building that bogus fame
and who walked around with only one eye?
It’s time to grow up and see the light, Force and deceit
simply isn’t right, it just drains and hurts all those who do not
understand.
The true route to happiness is control of your life by knowing
what is right in Front of you. The true route to friendship and
a healthy love life is to be a genuine benefit and not seek
control. As emotions of people form a match an invisible
bond will attach I benefit you, you benefit me and that is the
code we must all live by.
Now hold your head high and help fight this disease that
threatens to put all mankind in chains. Seek to control your
one and only life! The battles begun, Victory in sight all that
is needed is show your true might and YOU can knock down
this house of cards For they have nothing if this opened
your eyes! Folks,
This is Armageddon it’s good against evil This battle, We
can not loose!
Let’s look at some Agencies that are built by false might and
some little things that will make it right.
How about the I.R.S. There game is exposed on all the
destruction they flaunt so bold. The cost of doing business is
to high and is designed to hurt the little guy. With a tax on
consumption business would thrive as everyone competes to
buy more supplies in order to produce more than the other
guy. A tax on your income is really a scam and does nothing

but hurt all those that do not understand all the laws all the
parasite demand.
Now take a look at this war on drugs and how it supports a
parasitical few. They have the guns they have the might but
do they honestly have the right?
They will steal your car and ruin your life all in the name of
this imaginary fight. But With them all gone the prices would
fall eliminating the need for the powerful mob. The drug wars
would end, thieving become obsolete as the last few junkies
go to the graves they seek or find reality and seek a new
high of a productive life.
How about the FDA and all the cures they ban that could
benefit all of man, they need no proof on what they say, It’s
no good , go away. as an honest scientist holds a cure for
death. These minds are responsible for millions of deaths?
As for me the biggest joke is labor and industries they have
on the coast, These clowns are bold and the cost of them is
an outrageous hoax. They all could be eliminated in this
electronic new age all it would take is an internet page! It
would weed out the few that seek to take advantage of you.
All there fines and there fees really put business to there
knees and raise the prices for those who don’t understand.
When you think about it honestly, you will agree, There is
millions of new answers when you think the right way! I really
didn't mean to piss you off but there is a whole new world
coming when you open your eyes now learn to expose those
that that use obsolete tools. Let's finish this war and vacation
on mars!
Everyone is welcome on the right side
Stand over here, SEE... YOU WERE BLOCKING THE

VIEW!
>> THIS IS A DECLARATION OF WAR ON INSANATY>>
It all starts right now a pit bull is born!
This isn’t about anarchy, overthrow or revolutions, it is about
replacement! EVELOUTION over ALL other choices.
Reality really is right in front of your face and
existence DOES exists, It is so simple but sooooo profound...
This is the knowledge Jesus was crucified for seeking to share.
ALL your life until today was criminally STOLEN from you
and IT WAS YOUR FALT! God gave you only one life and you
took the path of least resistance. ALL your problems are the results
of YOUR not taking YOUR responsibilities serious! IT IS YOU
who has disrespected gods house!
How could whole fields of knowledge Not see real reality?
Banking, economics, accounting, law, money, science, education,
religions, and a whole lot more slip into the groove of in the box
thinking because it was taught us from a faulty root source. The
people just follow without a thought, Like a cow. Do you Think a
German CC camp murder was just born evil? Some were teachers
and store clerks! IT WAS PUT IN THE MIND! The people who
manipulate this world do not think like you or me, If we treated a
cow like they treat human life, we would face charges and national
attention! How did a whole country give up freedom to fight for
their slavery in Communism. Why did we give up our lawful
money of gold & silver we could own for :Credit?” Why do we
have more cancer and diabetes than 3rd word countries? Why more
laws and social ills? How can we have judges that dictate the law
and it be real law not a vested interest? Why can they make law
only they can understand and use? Why do we kill and die for
those who enslave us? Who is the real evil ones? Us the slaves,
Our masters, or the ones they work for?
I now ask you to; SHOW ME a government, a religion, a state, or
who owns me? How can we kill a leach if we have no salt but stay
away from being the food source?
This is gross but true,

Adults carry 5-25+ pounds of rotting shit in their body causing
coated guts, bloating and gas, as it rots on our inside, it affects our
whole body and health. Just by flushing our system, we can
remarkably advance our health! It is the same on every single level.
On personal, The block, The city, state, country and world We
have parasites sucking us all dry, Resistors to our goals and
happiness. Like any form of parasite, they will feed until they kill
the host, it is their nature.
THE WAY IT >>>WAS
TODAY They can rob, lie, assault, coheres, jail, and murder us at
will and not one dare defend themselves and it is called law
TOMARROW: These people will be known and exposed traitors
and terrorists
TODAY; They are feared and at the top of the food chain
TOMARROW: They build their own graves as their victims wake
and can see them and act. TODAY. the most sincere> brutal
psychopaths rule the world
TOMARROW. their will be none and their followers will be tithe
hell they tried to do to us.
TODAY> they thrive on fake laws , money and power.
TOMARROW> The laws they made will be used for justice.
TODAY> We live in the most dangerous, violent, criminally
insane nut hut hell insane asylum.
TOMARROW>A bright Honest new world order! law will be
law, money is not debt, reality is real and all social ills cured,
WE WILL LIVE IN HEAVEN ON EARTH!
The lines can be blurred but the lines are always clear on good and
evil, right and wrong and sane and insane. With the right
education, ALL CRIME WOULD END!
What do you do when you discover everything you have ever
believed is a lie? That your entire life is a huge delusion of

complete and total insanity? That this entire world was put
together backwards & upside down? What if it was all done to
support an entire class structure to feed off you? What if all crime
and social ills were to be discovered to be rooted in this exact class
UNNATURAL structure we all learned to think in? What if it all
was the root cause of this nut hut hell we call home and YOU
could end it all today, FOREVER, Just by seeing what is right
under your nose but YOU NEVER SAW IT BEFORE! This is the
direct result of over 25 years of hard research and I do not make
these claims lightly. YOU were born a slave and will die a slave in
this matrix of delusion, Robbed, used, abused and getting dumber
every day. What If I proved to you, YOU are blind, deaf and dumb,
just like you are supposed to be to fit in to nut hut hell. What if I
prove to you that YOU are a direct victim of the biggest war crimes
in human history and without this information, YOU will protect
those who did it to you with your death if need be? I am going to
give you a little test for you to quickly see if I waste your time.
What if Your Government made a law that stated, YOU must kill
another or kill yourself? Would you be a murderer or dead? Do
moral and natural laws really apply to all or just WE THE
PEOPLE? who has the right to “Grant or take your human rights?
Is that not the real essence of both Government and religion? How
is it Our officials all take an oath to protect and defend the
Constitution and our rights but it is they who steal them? Why is
95% of the Constitution TOILET PAPER when we have all these
people protecting it from... THEM?? What is the reason and
purpose of law if it isn’t to protect ME? A minority of one. Why
else would I want to fund” Law or Gov” if it wasn’t for my
personal benefit? If a candidate I vote for looses, How am I
considered to be represented? What if he changes his stand, Can I
take my vote back? Why is it we fear our paid public servants >
OUR EMPLOYEES? What if I so completely over whelmed you
with new concepts that your whole world will just fall apart and a
new world would appear? I seek to show you this whole world is
an insane asylum and YOU are in it. In Fact, if you didn’t already

know this fact, It is 100% proof of everything I state! You can
judge me a nut when you finish! I believe, If you are given the
right info, YOU will do the right thing. What we are doing now is
not working, no one has any idea how to fix it because everyone is
in a 10“ deep hole and blindly, we just keep digging. Today,
Every American is being called out to answer for their existence.
Signs of social breakdown
>The automatic belief one has to fight and die for a ... Whatever
the rage of the day is!!
>When individual responsibility and responsibility apply to all..
but some.
>When the state can terminate life for political reasons. Quietly
>When one class fears another and one is more important.
> When you give in to government. mandates just to get along and
be left alone.
>A steady decline in buying power and decline in what you seek to
buy.
>When everyone falls for flip flop reasoning of Gov.
>When the laws make the fiction of the state or other entity a
victim.. Quietly.
>When we allow our paid public servants to violate their oath and
duties Quietly;
>When the laws of man are over the laws of common sense.
>The counting of prisoners and who fills the jails, Real criminals
or political agenda criminals?
>When no one can understand, all in prison is proof of a failing
ideology.
>When the people go to the government, to solve their problems.
> By the number of taxes and the amount taken.
>When people simply quit trying to see through the cloak of
government.
>When their is No accountability, responsibility and no one to
report to for real results.
>When their is no solid moral and ethical beliefs to stand on solid
ground.

>Any country UNDER control of their legal system, not in control
of it.
>When people think social administrators are their to help.
>Any country governed by man laws over natural laws.
>A specialization of trades and the requirements of a lisence to
work.
> The % of producers VS parasites
> When no one knows the constitution is OUR protection FROM
government and leaves it up to them to word it for their goals.
>The # of people living on the tax dollar.
>The # of cops, jails, prisons, cops, judges, lawyers, lawmakers,
crime and criminals.
>When the facts and figures get harder to find.
>>>>When their was a need for someone to have to spread this
knowledge EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.
A LOOK BACK AND……
First they came for the kids, The dim and handicap and I kept
quiet, Then they came for the Jews and I wasn’t a Jew so I
remained silent. Then they came for the Gypsies, criminals and
inferior races and it was best to remain quiet so I hid. When they
came for the Catholics, I was too afraid to say anything and didn’t.
I could only pray, Then They came for me and their was no one left
to protect me from them. Nazi Germany 1932
Today in America, the good old USA
First they rounded up the Indians and we rallied around the
slaughter and taking of their lands for a few beads and bottles, as
savages didn’t deserve it. They gave out diseased blankets, winter
round ups, winter barefoot marches and mass starvations, we took
the lands. For the good of all, we made heroes of those who did the
dirty work. Then they came for the blacks living here as the secrets
of plunder became more refined and the rulers learned to hide in
plane site until it became un- effective and a new game was born
They freed the people who they enslaved. So next they came for
the drunks in the days of probation they found new ways to make

crime and criminals but the people were not so asleep and it didn’t
last long. next they targeted the drugs and started a war on us all
with. They used this class to plunder all and had us help save us
all. They took Cocaine out of pop, Sears & Roebucks and all the
stores to increase the profits of this war on life. They turned
neighbor against neighbor son against dad, With road blocks, swat
teams, dogs and guns they took this serious and busted them all as
we stood silent glad it wasn’t me.. They built A.B.C. Agencies to
fulfill the path of why the Declaration of Independence was needed
way back then. Again as we keep going along with the enslaving
us all. They bleed, kill and enslave us and no one will see a thing a
thing, Didn’t we learn anything from history? what next, cigarette
swat teams?
( actual footage from the universal web)
A Space alien view of Earth, Life, and a thing called
power.
To planet zepop this is QR11 coming to you from galaxy 27.
I’m monitoring technology on the planet called earth and the
primitive tribe that holds back there world. There battle is
entering the critical stage the battle that will determine there
whole worlds fate. The battle of what is good and what is evil
with 3/4 of these beings not knowing what is real. I seriously
hope they solve this riddle I hate to see blindness wipe out
another world. The battle of progress and good use of the
mind vs. the battle of illogic that kills conscious beings. It’s
the same battle all advanced life must all go through I can
hardly remember it, it was light years ago. From what I
remember it involved two different minds the producer of
values and a parasitical few. One seeking to benefit one
seeking to rule. Two different minds seeking two different
goals I have watched it destroy too many worlds. It’s hard to
believe we were all once that blind and didn’t see life from a
cosmic mind. To give up tradition of following a leader took

our planet to the brink of nuclear war. It was a matter of
survival that made us use our own minds and that led to the
discovery of two different minds. The goal of conscious life is
to live happy, prosperous and free and to forever use your
knowledge to better your world. Happiness is earned adding
values to life, that is what benefit all other beings. It can only
be acquired with good things you do, only traded for the
benefit of you. There is still a lot of beings down there still
living a lie taking happiness and values from the ½
conscious beings. Only when a conscious mind can truly and
honestly feel It earns it’s own way will it experience the true
joys and true happiness of life. If only I could beam down
this one piece of advice, think about it honestly...
HONERABLE QUOTES
Maxim of law>>The burden of truth lies on the plaintiff
Samuel Johnson>>A true great mind can embrace both the great
and small things
Emerson>> Mobs and riots are man’s voluntarily descending to
the nature of the beast
Russian proverb>> When money speaks, truth is silent and reason
is nill.
Shaftsbury>> The heart is never natural.
Penrose>>Public office is the last refuge of the incompetent and
corrupt.
Rivarol>> A mob has many heads but no brain.
Sherman>>The best prophet of the future is the past
Kossuth>>I hope to never be a coward that accepts oppression for
peace.
Collins>>Peace rules the day when reason rules the mind.
Lytton>> The pen is mightier than the sward.
Wilcox>> Their is 2 types of people Those who lift and them who
lean..
Beecher>> the philosophy one century is common sense the next.
Clark>> A politician thinks of the next election, A states man
thinks of the next generation

Occonal>> Nothing is politically right when it is morally wrong.
Stantyana>> Those who forget the past are condemned to repeat it.
Phillips>> Power is stealing from the many for the good of the
few.
Drummmond>>He who will not reason is a bigot, He who
can’t, a fool and who dare not, is a slave
Gallus>> Reason in general can do more good than blind force.
Jefferson>> Rebellion to tyrants is obedience to God.
Lytton>> A reform is a correction s of abuses, A revelation is the
transfer of power.
Fuller>>A fox shouldn’t be on the jury of a gooses trial.
Mohammed>> A mans true wealth lies in what good he has done
Seneca>> All cruelty comes from weakness.
Don Carlos>> he who dares nothing needs hope for nothing.
Moliere>> one is easily foold by witch he loves.
Emerson>> Fear always springs from ignorance.
Kossuth>> Power , supported by force alone will always have
cause to tremble.
Lytton>>Personal liberty is essential to life, dignity, prosperity
and happiness.
Lincoln>> Those who Denigh others freedom do not deserve it
themselves.
Me! >> In the name of god and the name of the state, they lead us
all to a most dismal fate.
Nietzsche>>Insanity in individuals is rare but in groups, parties
and nations, IT RULES.
Plato>> he who commits injustice suffers more than he who
suffers from it.
Goldsmith>> Law grinds the poor when rich rule the law.
Maxim of law>> Universal law is at times asleep but it will never
die out.
Buda>> Petty laws breed great crime.
Burke>> People only give up their liberties and freedoms under
delusion.
Patrick Hennery>> give me liberty or give me death.

Phillips>> one on gods side is the majority.
Bailey>>Let each man think himself an act of god His mind,
thought and actions a breath of god.
Burns>> Mans inhumanity to man makes many mourn.
1 Corinthians>> Your body is the temple of the holy ghost
Shakespeare> We know what we are but not what we can be.
Davy Crockett>> Be sure you are right then go ahead.
Hazlitt>> Prejudice is the child of ignorance.
Pope Boniface via >> Silence gives consent
Shakespeare>> Everyone has the giants strength but it is
tyrannous to use it like a giant
Huxley>>Every advancement in natural knowledge involved the
rejection of authority.
Don Credits>> The pen is the sward of the mind.
Tacitus>> The more corrupt the state is, the more laws it has over
it’s people.
Byron>> He who subdues a man must look down on all who hate
him.
US Constitution>>Congress shall make no laws abridging the
freedom of press or speech.
Republic VS democracy? Remember Bushes goals of spreading
Democracy around the world? Remember this “ And to the
republic for which it stands?” What an amazing game played on a
dumped on nation and world! No democracy has ever survived as
it is simple mob rule, ruled by the ruling class. They make the laws,
vote among themselves and PRESTO! A new class of criminal &
income scorce for them all! You pay them for breaking what they
decide you shouldn’t do.
Political agenda laws eat real human life and the mob is a ruling
democracy! In a Republic, the law runs the roost, you can be free
and safe in your own home as long as you hurt no one, no one will
hurt you without trouble. The facts are, It matters not what you call
it, They do have a goal to rule you and be above you, only time
slows their goals. It Makes no difference what they call it.

DID YOU KNOW?
>The prosecutor >>>before the bar used to be the person with a
complaint of damage?
>Most judges, lawyers and cops think they know the law but they
do not know it’s purpose or essence?
>Checks, money orders and bank notes are not real money?
>The state is a mass delusion where everyone seeks to live on
everyone else?
>Criminal governments need YOU afraid of the dark?
>They trained you to fear the light & NOT SHINE BRIGHT?
>Everything the followers of Hitler, Stalin or Pot- Pol did or their
followers did was legal and moral in their minds when they did it?
> Is it a crime cheating a cheater trying to cheat you?
>Is it immoral using the enemies tactics against him?
>The only legitimate reason for a government is to protect YOU.
>Life is a gift from god, being defrauded of even a minute of it is a
crime of the most profound rules of law. That is all you have.
>Without prejudice means you reserve the right to not be held to
an unrevealed contract?
>The Federal reserve and GAAP does not allow a bank to loan out
it’s own money?
>What is the legal title to money?
>The laws of nations state only countries that print their own
money are sovereign?
>The Federal reserve is a PRIVATE, predatory org. feeding on the
American public?
>The Federal reserve act of 1913 sold us into slavery for the
privilege of using the fed note?
>They printed up the money but never printed the interest they
charge us?
>We live as ghosts devoid of property, rights, freedoms and live as
cattle to use this fake non backed money?
>The Bar made us 2nd class citizens in law, & they had to
renounce their citizenship to become our administrators?

>The new deal was the trading with the enemy act, WE were>>
ARE the enemy?
>Every “Citizen” and “person” is a fiction in statue law, its YOUR
straw man they are really robbing in the game?
>The Amendatory act made us all merchants under color of law?
>Our courts use Maritime jurisdiction and your judge is the
captain?
>All SSI cards, tax Ids, drivers lisences, & birth certificates are
adhesion contracts for slave regulations?

SO LET THE GAMES BEGUN!
IF YOU ARE FROM OR LIVING IN THE LANDMASS OF
NORTH DAKOTA, THIS DOES AFFECT YOU. THE
CHARGES AND ACUSATIONS PRESENTED AGAINST
YOU IN THIS TREATIES ARE REAL, AND VERY
SERIOUS. YOU are either Guilty or Innocent.
The evidence will speak for itself, You are complicit in the biggest
crime in ALL human history. This is my only available option to
receive any justice from the actions and inactions of everyone in
North Dakota for the true crimes done to me, My family and the
very few innocent that live here. You will be published, promoted
and exposed as a war criminals, Traitors to the entire human race.
This will haunt you for the rest of your life if you do not take
action TODAY. EVERYTHING IS RECORDED.
The charges are real, they are very serious, this case will prove
100% your guilt. Their is only one way out for you and everyone
who receives this. WAKE UP!!!!! YOU STOLE YEARS OF MY
LIFE! I am coming to you for true justice, I will load you up with
factual and very powerful knowledge that can and will change the
world forever for your help. THIS IS VERY REAL, I can and will
prove YOU are guilty of deliberate indifference and are complicit
to war crimes. YOU did fund theft, kidnapping, terrorism, treason,
Crimes against humanity and out right genocide on the people of
North Dakota and I am going to 100% prove it to all, YOU have no
defense With or without your help These charges will stand in
history. This treaties WILL end the darkest period in all human

history... FOREVER YOU will be proven guilty or innocent, The
future is in your hands..

Affidavit of facts;
on 12-01-05, I opened a SAVINGS account at;
NORTH LAND FEDERAL CREDET UNION In Fargo
North Dakota with a check written out to me from a Canadian
company called A-1 Bags.
. I waited 2 weeks and the bank called me and told me the funds
were available.
.I then PURCHASED certified checks and bank money orders
FROM this bank.
A few days later, The bank called me and told me the funds were
no longer good and to bring back the CERTIFYIED money I
PURCHASED. from them?
> IT WAS A SAVINGS ACCOUNT,
> I did not seek or want a credit account!!!!!!!!!
> THEY were my “professionals”, I did depend on them 100%
> I did not sign any loan agreement nor wanted any credit.
> They told me the funds were available in my account.
> They SOLD me the CERTIFIED money orders and bank checks.
> I DID NEED CASH FOR THIS PURCHASE,
> I already used them all for personal obligations of my own.
> I did know the banking system and the law, I STOOD ON IT.
This was the total extent of my “crime" I STOOD
For this, I was sent to prison for 5 years, My family and life
were destroyed and You paid 1/2 million dollars to do this to
me.
WHY??
I did try every way possible > OUT< of their system to resolve
these issues including dealing with B.C.I., F.B.I., US marshals,
Homeland security and the entire North Dakota legal system. I
challenged them and they used “YOUR/ THEIR” law to

destroy my life at your expense and I hope, IN YOUR
IGNORANCE.
I knew I DID NO CRIME, and so did they so I challenged them
with the law. I knew I was 100% innocent and made sure EVERY;
Judge, Lawyer, Cop, Sheriff, Public official of North Dakota and
as much of the FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AS POSSIBLE, knew
it. They all are your employees and Their is not one that can claim
ignorance of the material facts of this case. I did not trust the
system and it was quickly proven I had good cause Not to.
The bank was represented by SERKLAND law firms Rodger
Minche. in a civil action to collect. I demanded a jury trial out of
NO TRUST in this Government. From 25+ years of study and
experience and as my right and their duty according to the law.
They never gave me any due process and Violated EVERY right
& pushed this civil action on me with no chance for defense. I Put
up web sites, sent e-mails, faxes and letters. I made a web site of
my full defense and charged THEM all with theft by deception,
fraud and treason and proved it all. I showed, I did know what they
were doing and I OBJECTED, very loudly and openly. I was
offered “Take down your web site and WE will drop all charges.” I
refused because I DID NO CRIME and was slandered in the Fargo
Forum, WDAY and almost all news sources of North Dakota.
I was Then arrested for threatening a public official! Judge Wade
Webb placed a $100,000 bail on me, is this a reasonable bail for a
misnomer harassment charge with NO THREAT? It was a made
up charge so they could put me in jail and take down my web sites
stopping me from defending myself. FROM THEM.
Their is true criminals with way less bail than this.
I was kept in a state of involuntary servitude for over 2 years, in
and out of jail for everything they could think of WITH NO
VICTIM BUT ME. I WAS MAD.
When I was out of jail, Every day, I educated this Government of
Why this country is dieing and proved to them, IT IS BECAUSE
OF THEM, and YOUR ignorance, I was totally ignored. In jail, I
was given a 3 foot pile of UNREAD legal briefs in my defense and

factual reasons I would not cooperate with any of them It would
be against my religon, The law and MY best intrest. I demanded a
jury trial, It was for over $25 and it was MY RIGHT and THEIR
duty. I was In and out of jail for NOT playing by their rules in
YOUR COURT HOUSE?? I was told by my “lawyer” Steve
Mottinger, If I do not take his plea agreement, “I WILL HELP
CONVICT YOU”. It is all recorded on the Cass County jail phone
and I tried to get a copy, but was told by the Sheriff, ”our phones
do not work this way? Try saying something THEY can use! I do
have proof of EVERYTHING I CLAIM!.
I spent 2 years and a ton of kangaroo court hearings seeking to
prove my innocence and clear my name. I was a professional
property manager who lived in and ran LUXURY down town
Seattle High rises, Condo complexes and 5 star resorts. A criminal
record would destroy my career and I KNEW WHO THE
GUILTY REALLY WAS.
It is this criminal system YOU FUND.
By fighting these people , demanding they do their lawful duties, I
almost cost my brother and his boy their lives for standing on the
laws and oaths of YOUR employees, Again, I can prove
everything I say 100%.
I was staying at my brothers home because I could not concentrate
on any work with my life in limbo and I could not let these people
get away with this. I have been a home maintenance contractor for
a lot of years and he is owner of Dan’s masonry restoration in
Fargo. My brother raised a family of 2 boys, got married and
supported 3 girls and a wife, while he started this business,
purchased a home and then was destroyed by this criminal
government of thugs. He was jumped at the back door of his home
by the Fargo police, in the middle of the night, In total darkness,
With No warning, the police jumped, beat, mace, tazzed, and sent
him to the hospital, then prison for 2 years for “disarming a cop.”
While in prison, This North Dakota Government STOLE his lake
lot and tried to STEAL his 100% paid off, totally remodeled home
for 6 thousand dollars in property taxes he could not pay while in

prison. While he was on parole, They set up his son to sell drugs
seeking to make him a snitch for another bust. They threatened this
17 year old kid with 20 years in prison if he did not play along and
be a snitch. He hung himself in the basement of Dan’s home who
cut him down seconds before he was dead. He was in a coma for 3
weeks and is now disabled for life for crimes THEY are guilty of.
I was charged with theft by deception and was sent to prison for
every day of 5 years and wrote this book so this does not happen to
others. I have spent most of my life in deep study of what all is
wrong with this world and the bottom line is IGNORANCE, This
will end today, FOREVER.

WAR CRIMES INDICTMENTS
In violation of YOUR duties as an American, The law of the land
and of man, In total violations of oaths, laws, public trust and duties. I
am placing EVERY NORTH DAKOTAN ON NOTICE OF
COMPLITICY in a conspiracy TO OVERTHROW THE US
GOVERNMENT AND COMMIT WAR CRIMES. YOU are being
charged with: Conspiracy, perfidy, complicit icy, assessor, kidnapping,
Theft by deception, massive human rights violations, treason, crimes
against the peace and security of all humanity, Genocide. and every
single moral, legal, and honest reason we have a lawful government

YOU

are either

guilty?

or

innocent?

This is a class action war crimes indictment, directed at
everyone here in NORTH DAKOTA. I will make my
case, YOU be the judge.

“No immunity shall extend to any judge of this State
for any;
– deliberate violation of law, fraud, or conspiracy,
intentional violation of due process of law,
– deliberate disregard of material facts,
– judicial acts without jurisdiction,
– blocking of a lawful conclusion of a case,

– or any deliberate violation of the Constitution of
the United States, not withstanding Common Law, or
any other contrary statute.
YOU are the people who fund and support these acts
of terrorism. YOU say you demand full
responsibility, accountability and justice? Let the
facts speak for themselves.

SO DO I!!!!
WARNING, once you are labeled a war criminal, it will be
with you forever, until you stand trial, We the people will
relentlessly hunt you down.
It is time YOU woke up to the reality of the danger you are in and
have allowed to happen to the people of North Dakota. The facts
will show that either YOU are one of the most dangerous,
Criminally insane, terrorist, psycho paths in all of human history
or a scared, silent victim. Their is only two choices and I am
calling you out, GO AHEAD, protect your Government! Their is a
ton of facts you can not ignore. And you can start by just key
wording in; North Dakota Corruption here is just one!
North Dakota tops analysis of corruption
By John Fritze, USA TODAY
WASHINGTON — Its largest city is legendary for machine-style politics and its elected
leaders have been under investigation for years, but by one measure, Illinois is not even
close to the nation's most-corrupt state. North Dakota, it turns out, may hold that
distinction instead..

These are YOUR employees, YOU Do have a responsability for
their actions. Do you fund terrorism and tyrants ......for your own
personal needs? Do you not know or understand that YOU are
responsible for the people you hire and work under you? THEY
ALL ARE YOUR EMPLOYEES. If you would look at all the
facts, We all were the very richest, freest, most productive people

in all human history. That would mean, YOUR employees are in
fact, the most evil people in human history. Today, we are the most
Regulated, enslaved, biggest debtors, most lied to, used, abused,
dumb down, SHEEP in all human history. IT IS YOUR FALT. I
challenge you to study this, It does affect YOU, your loved ones
and the entire human race.
I will attack your security, sanity and decency because it needs to
be done. You will never finish this study but the longer you
explore my case against YOU, The more competent, powerful and
honest you will become. Try this task as a starting gate to test my
motives.
Make a chart of the years 1900, 1930, 1960, 2000, 2011,
Now, Explore North Dakota and another state you of your choice.
Find the populations, cost of living ( homes, cars, kids, food and
whatever!),The # of government employees, # of taxes, laws, crime
stats, political/ victim less and violent crimes, jails, judges,
lawyers, cops, drug abuse, and every single thing you can think of.
We are sliding down hill to hell very fast. You can not claim
ignorance any more and the numbers will not lie. It will prove who
and what you truly are as their is no way freedom can last if you
don’t even know or care what it really is. I do not care what you
think, your actions are hurting ME and my family, I do care about
that. I am going to wake you up, show you the facts and give you
the tools to fix the problems, FOR MY OWN GOOD.
I do not ask you to trust me on anything I say, In Fact, That is why
we are where we are today. I am asking YOU to use your 3 pound
brain for more than a hat rack.
NO GERMAN NAZI THAUGHT THEY WERE NUTS EITHER.
Today, how many A.B.C. agencies are their regulating our lives?
Lets just explore some of the bigger ones and see what’s inside and
underneath it.
I.R.S.
It is not about the money, It is about armed robbery, theft and
sadistic power. These people feed off and totally destroy the small
business. It is all but impossible to start one any more as they are

hunted for not having the knowledge or cash to pay the protection
racket for the multi national corporations. These people are
responsible for MASSIVE human destruction. and raise costs for
all.
Watch the Google show”
From Freedom to Fascism
F.D.A.
These people block natural and cheap cures to all sorts of ills. It
takes millions to put a new drug on the market because of these
people but look at all the harmful drugs out their who paid them.
They seek to outlaw the cheap and effective for profit. Their is
more money in “fighting” the ill than curing it. Through the
library, read Edward Griffins book,
World without cancer. It is by far the best investment in your time
their is! or watch on Google; None dare call it Genocide, and
unholy alliance. As a start for your study.
A.T.F.
These people are responsible for all the gangs, mobs, home
invasions and all drug related crimes. They have made it so
expensive for the addict they are forced to get the money any way
possible. They put the profit into selling drugs and have killed a lot
of people because of it. In reality, Sugar is 100 times more harmful
and destructive to our kids and bodies than even heroin! They
manufacture crime and criminals like the booze ban of the 30 and
40s made Capone. For every action, their is an equal and opposite
reaction.That is the laws of reality and nature. Watch;Terrorstorm
F.E.D.
This isn’t even a government agency! In the phone book, it is in
the business section! it is a foreign, for profit, corporation! all the
officials do not take an oath to our constitution, HOW COULD
THEY! Section 1 of the Constitution # 8 & 10 State nothing but
gold and silver is our lawful money and it is coined and given
value by congress. This is the reason for this total hell on earth we
live in! I can give you TONS of real facts on this TREASONOUS

money system and what it has done to our lives and country YOU
need to study this as this is the root cause of all social ills. It is a
money making enterprise that feeds off YOUR labor and life.
Watch, read and study this. Their is a ton out there on it; the
Federal reserve scam. I don’t want to be accused of “influencing”
you but it is time to wake up to reality. check out

Actual_and_constructive_notice_of_betrayal_and_perfidy
of_betrayal_and_perfidy
> YOU have put my grand kids over 108 dollars thousand in debt.
> They did print the money but didn’t print the interest.
> It costs $240 to print 1000 bills $1 or $100 We pay the face +
interest.
> STUDY IT! We haven’t had a lawful Gov. since 1929
> Every home, car, kid, and life is pledged towards the national
debt.
> EVERY government. agent is in treason and YOU fund them.
Did you know, With enough study, Every single loan can and
should be canceled for fraud and It would save this country
and kids doing it? Isn’t, this worth exploring?
What did; Kids, the dim, convicts, Jews, Indians, Mormons,
Blacks, Catholics, witches, doctors, French, Writers, Germans,
rebels, terrorists, Koreans, Asians, drunks, druggies, the lazy,
Russians, scientists, Chinese, Japanese, Aztecs or about every
single class of human have in common? They were all grouped
together and labeled a disease that needed to be cured for the
good of all. Why did they die? Simply because of ignorance.
They did not know how to defend themselves and were helpless
against the rage directed at them. that let the reality of the
times win over the reality of life. They were victims of a group
who needed someone else to blame for the problems of the day.
Historical research shows that all wars and dark periods of
human history are a direct result of ignorance, vanity and
propaganda to run a machine of mass destruction over the
human population. You may not think this affects you but it

does, on every single aria of your life. At the very minimum,
YOU are directly responsible for funding, aiding and abetting
real war crimes against the human race. The facts will prove
beyond any doubt that YOU are guilty. Ignorance of the law is
no excuse, YOU fund mass theft, murder, and slavery. Today,
you will discover you are complicit, guilty or misinformed to
these charges. After today, YOU will be held responsible for
your actions and inactions. That is LAW

Like the laws of gravity, Natural laws apply to all. If an
animal does not store enough food for the winter, he will
not see the spring. Like the 10 commandments, it was put
in all humans to feel the pings of gilt when they live
contrary to moral and natural laws of man. When we
damage another we should feel guilt. Are we again
ignoring these pings of actual reality? The facts will prove,
we are. It is this ping, the people in the taker class seem to
loose upon entering the ranks of predators of the human
race and it grows worse over time and though the
generations as the tools become more refined. In no way is
it moral or natural for one human to have real authority
over another, It goes against all human nature and the laws
of action><reaction. In no way is it natural for a human to
loose the feelings of self worth and this is the biggest crime
of the entire human race. This will expose the taking class
who live contrary to what nature demands, "as long as we
do what we are told, we can coast through a life of
effortless and safe existence, As long as YOU PAY." This
does not appease the inner conscience of man and builds
anger, resentment, jealousy, criminal and sadistic behavior.
It is our human nature that has turned sour and seeks
pleasure in pain as everyone needs to feel something. We

never learned to think as NATURAL Humans. We can not
earn happiness or respect in this upside down nut hut hell
we live in. We substitute and try taking happiness from
others in thousands of ways not even noticed. but it is
because we were bred to follow authority. Like any
government employee, They do not have to earn their
respect or impress their forced customers and it takes the
living soul out of a human. A judge on the bench is not
using natural law but statues and codes and the longer they
sit, the more obvious it all becomes. Natural laws of nature
is damaging them on the inside for what they do on the
outside. Their is no, and can never be no genuine happiness
from any of these people who live at the public trough and
it does affect all society. These people have built this hell
on earth simply because this is all they can build. They can
never feel or live with the profound happiness of the
productive class and only seek to destroy us. They are deep
down, bitter people who live in a fiction that is contrary to
mans programming, They fear and shun The light of
honesty, the light does not shine inside them.
Today, the entire world is an insane asylum with false
philosophy, false laws, authority, morals, standards and all
concepts of good and evil. It is impossible to break free
with the educations of society, Schools, Courts, Military,
hospitals, in the workplace, on TV, in homes, and relations
without the tools based on total honesty and reality. I will
challenge you on every single aria of your life. I aim to
smash your security, sanity, and YOUR world.
ANYTHING you disagree with was put here for a reason,
only when you finish this entire book will you reap the
thousands of rewards it offers, or... mabe I am a nut?

RIGHTS Vs. REALITY
Let's look at American freedom. Let's investigate exactly what it is that we are free to do:
Driving –
·
requires multiple Ids,
·
insurance,
·
registration,
·
and licensure.
·
Driving surveillance cameras are literally everywhere, much as they are in Great Britain.
Working –
·
requires resumes,
·
curriculum vitas,
·
Social Security numbers,
·
medical histories,
·
RFID passes,
·
driver licenses numbers,
·
parking passes,
·
Federal Income taxes,
·
State Income taxes, local taxes,
·
documentation of the numbers of your children,
·
mandatory attendance,
·
annual, documented, and data based performance ratings, assessments much akin to
school assessments, etc.
School –
·
requires all socio-economic information on each of your children and you,
·
permission for medical information and access,
·
all divorce and custody information,
·
all vaccination information,
·
all previous educational documentation,
·
mental health screening,
·
assessment test,
·
union teachers,
·
your tax dollars,
·
mandatory attendance,
·
annual Federal and State tests,
·
mandatory teacher and mental health advocate student documentation files,
·
20-page annual rule booklets for parents and students,
·
student Ids,
·
student information availability to military recruiters,
·
enforced international curriculum,
·
employment and military service ratings, etc.
Housing –
·
requires 50 to 100 signatures on 50 to 100 forms to buy houses,
·
credit reports from 3 agencies,

·
a corrupt lending industry that includes loans mandating life-long credit histories,
·
financing schemes that protect banks while financially devastating consumers,
·
Eminent Domain,
·
land use laws,
·
deed restrictions,
·
water use restrictions,
·
well drilling restrictions,
·
building restrictions,
·
water regulated by the EPA,
·
water meters,
·
gas and electric meters,
·
power and water governmental administration and regulation,
·
toilet regulations,
·
sewer regulations,
·
mandatory cable television (TV's don't work anymore without cable subscriptions)
·
property taxes, etc.
Recreation and travel –
·
requires licensure for hunting,
·
fishing,
·
ATVs,
·
boating – or in other words, anything that involves land or water recreation,
·
registration of firearms,
·
RFID technology inside of firearms (trackable),
·
mandatory credit card use for vacations,
·
car rentals, insurance,
·
hotels,
·
airline tickets, etc.,
·
mandatory searches of person and luggage,
·
mandatory ID, etc.
Communication –
·
radio requires Federal Communication Commission regulation of airwaves and
programming,
·
electricity is regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
·
telephones are regulated by the Federal Communication Commission,
·
all telephone conversations are now permitted to be listened to by governmental agencies,
·
all email is now observable,
·
executive orders allow for the spying and taking of all communication devices in an
undefined national emergency,
·
all disagreement with American leadership, including what is termed as
"Constitutionalists" has been designated as acts of terrorism not only by John Ash croft,
but also by the FBI via their Megiddo Program, Patriot Act(s), and Internet regulations,
monitoring, and surveillance are growing day by day.
Services –
·
any and all services now require ID including name, address, phone, credit cards, social
security number, etc.

Most (if not all) services now send their customer records to large data bases, which then
sell your information to information brokers, who then re-sell your information to anyone
willing to buy it.
Birth and Death –
·
Instant social security numbers,
·
instant probate court,
·
instant taxes,
·
instantaneous "system" tracking.
Medical Care –
·
Instantaneous data basing,
·
human labeling according to health issues,
·
mandatory mental health "screening,"
·
instantaneous bankruptcy due to medical costs,
·
senior citizen abuse (physical and financial) via senior care facilities of all makes and
kinds,
·
mandatory vaccinations with known and manufactured dangers,
·
refusal of medical care due to no insurance, and insurance only for the rich, the
corporately employed, or the illegal alien.
So, my question is this – what exactly does freedom mean to you? And what exactly are you free to
do in today's America?
·

BEN FRANKLIN’S MORAL CODES
1. TEMPERANCE; Eat not to dullness, Drink not to elevation
2. SCILENCE; Speak not but what will benefit others or yourself. Avoid
small talk
3. ORDER; Let all things have their place, let each part of business have it’s
time.
4; RESOLUTION; Resolve to perform what you ought, perform without fail
what
you resolve.
5. FRUGALITY; Make no expense but do good to others & yourself, waste
nothing.
6; INDUSTRY; loose no time, be always employed in something useful, cut off all
needless actions

7. WORDS; Use no hateful deceit. think innocently, justly and accordingly.
8. JUSTICE; wrong none by words or deeds, injuries, omitting facts for
benefit.

9. MODERATION; Avoid extremes on all levels but what is morally right.
10. CLEANLINESS; tolerate no unseemliness in body, or habitation.
11. TRANQUILITY; Be not disturbed by trifles or unavoidable accidents.
12. CHASTATY; Rarely use venery but for health or offspring and never to
dullness, weakness or injury of your or your partners peace or reputation.
13. HUMILITY; Imitate Jesus, and Socrates

.Subjective Laws vs. Objective Laws
Refer to http://www.neo-tech.com/golden-helmet/new-words.html
Subjective Laws include political-agenda laws conjured up by politicians and bureaucrats to gain
self-serving benefits, ego props, and unearned power. Enforcement of political-agenda laws
requires the use of force and armed agents against innocent people. ...The only purpose of such
laws is to violate individual rights.

Objective Laws are not conjured up by politicians or bureaucrats. Instead, like the laws of
physics, they arise from the immutable laws of nature. Such laws are valid, benefit everyone, and
advance society. Objective laws are based on the moral prohibition of initiatory force, threats of
force, and fraud. The only rational purpose of laws is to protect individual rights.

Definition of Natural Law
Refer to http://www.neo-tech.com/pax-b1/a2.php
Below is Cicero’s definition of natural law from his book On the Republic published in 51 BC
(substitute the secular word "Nature" for the mystical word "God"):
"True law is right reason in agreement with nature, universal, consistent, everlasting, whose
nature is to advocate duty by prescription and to deter wrongdoing by prohibition. Good men obey
its prescriptions and prohibitions, but evil men disobey them. It is forbidden by God to alter this
law, nor is it permissible to repeal any part of it, and it is impossible to abolish the whole of it.
Neither the Senate nor the People can absolve us from obeying this law and we do not need to
look outside ourselves for an expounder or interpreter of this law. There will not be one law at
Rome and another law at Athens. There is now and will be forever one law, valid for all peoples
and all times. And there will be one master and ruler for all of us in common, God, who is the
author of this law, its promulgator, and enforcing judge. Whoever does not obey this law is trying
to escape himself and to deny his nature as a human being. By this very fact, he will suffer the
greatest penalties, even if he should somehow escape conventional punishments."
HEY, They don't go by the one they swear too so..

The Constitution of the Universe
Refer to http://www.neo-tech.com/pax-b1/a1.php
(1976)
Preamble
* The purpose of conscious life is to prosper and live happily.
* The function of government is to guarantee those conditions that let individuals fulfill their
purpose. Those conditions can be guaranteed through a universal constitution that forbids the use

of initiatory force, fraud, or coercion by any person or group against any individual.

***
ARTICLE 1
No person, group of persons, or government shall initiate force, threat of force,
or fraud against any individual's self or property.
ARTICLE 2
Force is morally-and-legally justified only for protection from those who violate
Article 1.
ARTICLE 3
No exceptions shall exist for Articles 1 and 2.
***
The Constitution of the Universe rests on six axioms:
1. Values exist only relative to life.
2. Whatever benefits a living organism is a value to that organism. Whatever
harms a living organism is a disvalue to that organism.
3. The value against which all values are measured is conscious life.
4. Morals relate only to conscious individuals.
5. Immoral actions arise from individuals who harm others through force, fraud,
or coercion -- from individuals who usurp, degrade, or destroy values earned by
others.
6. Moral actions arise from individuals who honestly create and competitively
produce values to benefit self, others, and society.

The Predatory Class Vs The producing class
Most people are also aware of the exploitation of
citizens by real criminals. These exploiters steal goods,
destroy property and murder people. These people are
widely known because they are publicized in the popular
media and did real crimes. My concern is not these people

or their actions. Instead, this document is concerned with
shrewd exploiters called the human predatory class.
Rarely are their exploitations publicly revealed; therefore
they go unnoticed by most people. And to make things
trickier, the human predatory class operates in the societal
arena, which clearly lacks airtight algorithms. Members of
the predatory class have gravitated to an arena that is
riddled with loopholes, confusion and disagreement. That
arena is the social-political realm. And while operating in
this arena, members of the predatory class wield
confusion and disagreement as tools of diversion while
they exploit loopholes in society. When the predatory
class discovers a loophole and exploits it, intelligent
people are commissioned to write treatises that justify this
exploitation. Both the predatory class and its intellectual
supporters benefit. The predatory class applies new
methods for expropriating wealth, which is always done
through coercive or deceptive tactics. In practical terms,
this means intellectual supporters live in material
prosperity and protected comfort while they justify the
actions of the predatory class. The predatory class builds
itself a fortress of social intellectuals to justify its
relentless exploitation of societal loopholes. But as will be
revealed soon, the predatory class is a small part of the
people. The supporters and profiteers are the criminals
that exploit the political-economic system. Their prime
tool is government, look around, what is it? A word used
as an agent of plunder. Until recently, people did not
know or could not agree upon the proper role of
government. The
predatory class has flourished by using government as a
vehicle for exploitation. The people that benefit the
people are the prey. It is not blacks, whites, Jews,
Christians or Muslims. It is individual people that feel
they have a right to some ones life, that they are above the

law, a universal law of right and wrong . This illusion that
the Government is anything but a word, a cover for real
people must be shattered if we are to survive as a race of
humans. It is time to flush your mind of the garbage and
look at the bigger picture. This trial is for life. This is
what I trained to do to make it right. Studying. This trial is
about finding the real enemy of the people. Every single
person will make there stand right here today. This is the
war of two worlds. You will answer these questions
today, are you a predator or a producer?
Will you help or hinder true justice?

WHY?
YOU are the same class of people that killed
Jesus, why?
Why do you show total hatred and disrespect
for human life, the law and the or people
that pay for you?
Why do you rob us of life, money, liberty and
happiness?
You take an oath and do exactly opposite of
what you swear to do yet we are forced to pay
for you? Why do you threaten us, steal from
us, or kill us if we resist,if we try to
protect our selves from you?
I want to know how you cansleep when you
damage others and call it right or “the law”?
The law is you don’t
steal from others, you don’t use force except
for the defense of yourself and you respect
others rights and property. Is that not the
law?
What is a person to do when defending from
you people calling themselves Government that

think they have the special powers to be
above the law? I have openly asked each and
every one of you, where is my victim? Where
is my crime? I have tried everything and you
people just keep ignoring me, you close your
eyes to the real thefts and crimes you do
every day? What kind of people are you? The
acts you commit daily in the name of the
law,and against real people make you nothing
more than dangerous terrorist,real criminals
with badges,guns, fake laws, fake power and
Corrupt courts, cops, lawyers, judges and
systems of total injustice.
You hide behind “color of word”/”color of
law” (which is a crime) used to commit acts
of extortion and fraud. You force your fake
power with tools of destruction. This makes
you the worst kind of criminal there is.
How can you ever be happy knowing you are
nothing but evil minded puppets that enjoy
the power to destroy human life?
Stand back and take a good look from a real,
honest, human point of view. Try to
understand. You are paid to destroy our
future and and childeren,you willingly do it.
The fact is, you produce little or nothing
that benefits the human race.
You are of the entire mind that killed
Jesus,burned witches and mass murdered Jews,
Indians and others. innocent of any crime.
What were these peoples crimes? I want you to
know this,you,personally,are responsible for
destroying MY future and family. You will
kill me because that is your nature, you
destroy. You were hired because you lack the
morals, Integrity ethics and intelligence to

discern between right and wrong, you have
lost your basic human qualities that made
you a value to others and now,you are too far
invested to even understand what you have
done.
How many people have you actively
participated in killing? Robbing? Destroying?
for no real crime other than trying to
protect themselves from you?
How many millions of dollars have you
actively participated in stealing from honest
people?
Just how many lives have you destroyed
enforcing the countless frauds,thefts,
crimes,and blatant criminal acts you pursue
every day? How can you live with yourself
knowing what you do for money?
You are destroying your own kids and
there future and I need to know why?
You have stolen my money,My future and past.
you have ignored the truth of what is right
and wrong and you have ignored reality. I
give up on you, I will never give you any
respect and you will never beat it into me. I
will never cooperate with you because I know
what you are, a humanoid. I would never have
met you if you were doing your job of
protecting the people. You came to rob me.
You will go on mindlessly robbing the
people, you will go on stealing, damaging,
and Killing,because that is what you do, that
is who you are. I will never offer you again
the chance to do what is right or help you
reform your mind into an honest human, you
have chosen already. You have mutated into a
humanoid and you will be washed off the face

of the earth, so your own children can have a
future, you must not. You will not be able to
destroy our kids future, you will not survive
the truth or the future and it is 100% your
fault. Honesty will kill you like your
dishonesty will seeks to kill us.

Philosophy
Today, YOU live on a marshmallow with no solid
foundation and you get tossed, used and abused because
of it. tomorrow?
Over the centuries this most powerful of mind tools has
been used as a tool of mass destruction on every single
level of human life. This whole world is in shambles not
because the human race is evil but simply because we
have been fed a false philosophy all our lives to support
a class structure. I don’t know about you but I was born
a human and being dominated and controlled goes
against my better judgment, my human nature & best
interest as who can claim authority over my life without
a conflict of interest? My goal is to prove to you, Your
life philosophy is the root essence of every single social,
mental and physical ill of the entire human race, and
this holds true through out all human history. YOU are
the fixed center of your reality! It all boils down to the
fact that no one can get, give or take the power they
seek and crave in this powerless world. NO ONE
UNDERSTANDS THE ROOT ESSENCE OF POWER.
From starting a war, to fighting in it, to dominating
another, to spanking a kid to a speeding ticket, to killing
another in a crime. It all is about the concept of power

and philosophy that dominates the individual, humans
mind. No one is taught critical thinking and wide scope
accounting or the use of this power tool to dominate the
destiny of your one and only life. From the lowest of
life forms to the highest of the human race all are
placed their simply because our minds placed them
where they are, over or under you but not equal to you.
All our leaders today have relentlessly abused their
power and control philosophy to take from us. But these
shells of humans live in all social classes and positions of
life, it is the elements of criminal thinking that grows
and mutates with every success. Today, this whole
system is jumping through hoops seeking to get you to
follow, sacrifice, contribute and obey, to keep the status
going. Their is only 2 distinct philosophies on this planet
and apply to all reality and life. Their is a realty with
independent and honest thinking like Aristotle or
Plato’s philosophy of leader type thinking of
governments and religions where reality is what the
educated elite wish it to be, It is not knowable to us.
Ignorance of this law is no excuse and we are were we
are as proof. Divide and conquer is the rule of success
in this crazy, dangerous and upside down hell we all call
home. This whole concept started centuries ago,
probably started when someone divided the lands and
made borders to defend like chess pieces on a board.
EVELOUTION
The signs are everywhere, this world is falling apart
and their is no stopping it , Our minds and societies are
falling apart and breaking down and every attempt to

stop it is only geared to cover those who are responsible
for this collapse. Any fix presented is to keep the power
structure in tact. When you study it, the same cycle
always has happened and as the saying goes, Insanity is
doing the same thing over and over expecting different
results. It is time to grow up and exit the insane asylum.
If not for yourself, do it for your kids. The jobs and
good years are not coming back until we fix the root
essence of the problem. We can do it now or be forced
to as survival pressures take over. Their is simply way
to many people living on too few producers. And the
problem can not be fixed with business as usual, YOUR
thinking habits is the root of ALL the worlds problems.
In sports, winning is everything but when it goes into
Gov. Religion and personal powers, It is a weapon of
mass destruction on us all, especially our kids who will
not survive a next generation of lies built on lies
enforced by threats and violence. These people work to
take, dominate, control and destroy all that is good and
needed for human comfort and survival. The average
person can not understand the reality of this because
over the years, every single “A point” has been covered
for the survival of them all and “THE POINT is simply
lost. We simply reside in our spot of powerless on this
planet for fear of more loss while the successes of our
oppressor builds more ruthless and sadistic behavior
every day, deep down, they resent, fear and envy the
simple, honest happiness earned by the productive class
they can and will never experience it by staying in their
world of sad delusions and fake power. From the
burning all the witches to filling mass graves, this is the

only direction that they can lead us to. It always ends in
Mass destruction, slavery and murder when reality
asserts itself. It is now the peak time to throw this
insane world back to hell before it takes us all with
them there. By throwing the total insanity of their ways
right into their faces. Exposing them to their own
incompetence, lies, crimes, and wicked ways of
destruction will do way more good than any weapon
known to man! The more you learn to think wide, open
and honest, the more you will discover this new, clean,
healthy and happy new world we all are destined to
receive. The truth will set you free! These people only
thought of themselves. I know, This adventure will last
the rest of your life. The best advise I can give you is the
first time through my mush, read it as fast as you can
with your defenses on their very highest alert but your
mind open. I am a researcher, not a writer or skilled
communicator so please, bear with me. This is simply
way too important and needed to not share with you. I
will load you full of reality as you have never had
before, YOU will be one of the most powerful and
competent people on this planet, Less than .01% have
even a clue of the coming light over and around the
horizon. I will 100% guarantee, I/YOU will not waste
your time and you can never finish the whole book but
the harder you try, the more competent and aware you
will become, You will become more powerful than the
most powerful world leaders of today as you evolve out
of this world. Their is simply way to many NEW topics
and concepts that you will need to explore so Judge the
concepts, Not my style, I am NOT seeing followers! I

am seeking to show how to lead your own life, when
everyone can, their will be no wars, poverty, racism,
abuse, crime, violence, or rulers by deception. Their
will be almost no social , mental or physical ills that we
live with today. First thing I need to make clear is this
book is not in order, It does not’t have chapters and the
only plot is in the widest of views. It is a mind puzzle
that will bring you into a totally new world of your
mind. Where prosperity, happiness and adventure that
is simply beyond all human comprehension today lives.
I have been studying and using a totally new way of
thinking for over 25 years and my life has been an
incredible adventure, I have been on the front lines in
battles NO ONE see’s or even understands, I will
challenge your thinking, your sanity, your law,
government, religion, and your life. I can and do attack
the whole human race, your life and world from so
many different angles that it will totally overwhelm
you! This is a thinking power tool! I know, you will
doubt my sanity and think this me waste of time but
TRUST ME, the harder you try, the more you will see,
Their is a whole new world order coming and this is a
tool to help you reach your own personal heaven. You
will never look back and you will always wonder, “Why
didn’t I think of that?” Just changing your point of
view, will change your entire world! I can honestly say,
You will learn more in the study of this book than in 50
years of the best collage classes! Do you want to fix or
fit in? Do you want to lead your life and loved ones into
the future we all can live with? Read this for your
family and pass it on to everyone you know and care

for. When you discover the light, Help me shine it on all
the People of North Dakota. You can use it to help cure
the sick and bitter! I know, when you see the light and
power of profound honesty your world will simply end
and this new one will take over. Remember, the farther
you go into my world, the more mind blowing thoughts
and concepts you will open in your mind to. This is a
one way ticket to the future you only dreamed of. Try
and prove me wrong on EVERYTHING.
YOU WILL LEAVE THIS PLANET AND NEVER
LOOK BACK! I will tell you Don’t believe Anything I
say, I did put in one false concept to test your thinking,
write me when you discover it!
A SHORT HISTORY LESSON
When Man evolved into human consciousness and out
of natures guidance, we adopted a thinking, reasoning
brain, it made us responsible for our actions where
animals “just did and reacted.” When the 10
commandments were introduced to guide man. The
split of the minds of the old and new testament in the
bible is self evident as society‘s were at crumbling and
at war, living in chaos forced man to discover a new
way of thinking for survival. In the old testament,
People just reacted, They Slaughtered. but in the new,
We had to think. In the new world of Human
consciences.. Most longed for the simple guidance of
instinct called mother nature and we still do today.
This talks about the time before Jesus and the old
mentality of the day were we followed the gods in our
heads or the rulers who evolved. Then to hear “Jesus

spoke with such authority“ people listened when
everyone was used to following the elite. Jesus came
along seeking to evolve his fellow humans out of the
brute force of the ruling class and into self control and
personal responsibility that threatened the ruling elite,
the bible is full of profound statements teaching this
kind of thinking and the false mentality falls. You can
study the bible and test my views, I do challenge you
to! The first leaders of the day were simply stepping in
and taking the path of least resistance to a life of power
and control and Jesus was blowing their game! This
was why both Government And religious leaders had
him killed on the cross. For a political crime of
expressing and confronting the different views of
reality. The ruling class always need and use deception,
coercion, brute force, fraud , murder, to rule and
dominate the human race. It is the world of good and
evil the bible speaks of. Man has been seeking heaven
now for over 2000 years and to evolve out of this
thinking hell we built for our minds ALWAYS looking
out there when he was teaching it's in there.. Make no
mistake, the ruling elite will not like or let this reality
happen without a fight and it is why the middle east
rulers are killing their people, YOU will be trained to
out flank, out class and out compete every single one of
them and see their tricks of survival. These tools are
honest, practical and so profoundly powerful as to allow
you to change the world with one finger! They can not,
and will not survive unless they evolve or hold us all
down, It is them who will need to change. In ignorance,
they took us all to hell. This whole world is Upside

down, backwards, and totally insane from a open
honest and wide point of view. Most all great thinkers
throughout all human history have seen this but mostly
lack the thinking tools to connect the dots. This book is
the thinking tools and skills needed to start your future.
Truth, honesty and reality is being bred out of us and
our future is on the line, our kids will not see a future if
you fail to wake up, The whole human race will be
wiped out.
Centuries ago, a small group discovered they could take
the roll of a leader and live a life of comfort and respect
from their neighbors simply by dominating others into
obedience. They would take the roll of leaders to
replace the gods that dominated minds just like all the
Animals on this planet. Mother natures guidance is
needed for survival and man was evolving past the fight
or flight thinking of animals. The more you will study
and think on this, the more you will have to agree The
burden of consciences is totally obvious when you can
see history from a completely different point of view,
This will be THE GREAT AWAKENING. This entire
world will flip the way Jesus was seeking, as Heaven on
earth is born.
THEIR IS TWO COMPLETELY DIFFERENT
HUMAN RACES ON EARTH!
It is the minds of two completely different beings with two
completely different goals, one seeking to dominate and
rule and one seeking to build and benefit the others, both
seeking to create two completely different worlds. Way
before Christ was killed for shining his light of honesty on
them all. Who killed him but Government and religious

people?
The more you will study all this, the more this picture will
become clear.
Anyone can now look around this world and see, this
isn’t what we signed up for and their is more than the two
choices everyone can see, shut up and deal with it or just
don’t. How about learning to change it in the most honest
ways possible, using the tools of honesty, integrity, and
respect for human life?

Signposts to slavery
1> Restrictions on taking money in or out of the country
2>Abolish handgun ownership.
3>Detention without due process of law.
4>All your transactions keyed through a tracking number,
5>Compulsory education.
6>Official protections for certain groups>cops, judges, minorities.
7>Compulsory mental health screenings.
8>Laws limiting the # of people allowed at your home.
9>Compulsory non military service
10>changes in passport laws.
11> Wage & price controls for non military goods.
12> Any compulsory silencing or registration with government to
work.
13>Any and all attempts to restrain movement within the country.
14> Any and all attempts to make law by executive decree.
15> A corrupt, uncaring and not responsible or accountable legal
system.
16>A fiat money system that prints money with no backing.
17> A government with no responsibility, accountability morals or
ethics and no real justice.
18>Back door deals and laws made so deniability rules.

STEPS OF THE COMMUNEST MANFESTO
<1. Abolish private property, your home, land, business, and kids
are not yours< the fed>
<2. A heavy progressive income tax what is it,65%>?
<3. No rights to inheritance
<4. Confiscation of land and freedoms of “rabbles labels terrorists
and traitors.
<5. A central bank
<6. Government ownership of farms, factories and food production
<7. Government control ownership of education, labor, travel,
products and time.

ECONOMICS 101+1
Economic security is impossible without abundance and
abundance is impossible without industrious, efficient
production, production is impossible without an eager,
motivated, creative and a happy work force, witch is
impossible without the incentive of material gain and
profit. It leads to security, competence and value
reflection. The profit motivations steadily decline as
controls, regulations and interference by the
unproductive class take more of the fruits of labor and
the incentives for advancements from the productive
class. The facts will show that All attempts to take,
redistribute, and all other clever forms of taking what
others earn is simply theft that lowers every ones living
standards and harms all society. Let the facts show, the
ruling elite and all their supporters of the taking class
have to think on a totally different level. Every dollar
they take is used to take 3-4 more from the productive
class . Man was not born to need a leader, we were bred
to accept one. If you have some doubts of this selfish

view, think of this, say 3-4 people were shipwrecked on
a deserted island, would they form a commission to
elect a leader? Would the one elected be a ruler full
time responsible for the health, happiness and safety of
the others or would they all work or starve? The whole
concept of authority over ones life is a false concept that
makes Governments, religion and the ruling elite class.
This is the root essence of why this entire world is
where it is today! On a personal, community, City,
State, Country, world and universal level, This rule and
concept is solid and unbreakable. The fiction of the
state is a fiction to hide non productive people but not
all non productive people are in the state, the goal is to
learn to spot them and render “them” impotent no
matter where they hide, by shining the light of honesty
on them ALL. This is a race for heaven on earth! When
you can learn to see, confront and expose the evil mind
malfunction that has taken us to hell on earth and
complete insanity of all, The taking of what others earn
at the barrel of a gun, through force, fraud or coercion
is exactly what the true essence of law is for. It is why
we all suffer. Economics show, their is as many takers
as producers in this world and it is declining fast as
everyone seeks to take. Their is a whole class of takers
on YOUR back, feeding on your efforts, happiness and
freedoms. They earn nothing and drain all. Their goals
and thinking process is 100% opposite as yours and this
is the definition of economic genocide. Until you are
willing to face real, reality, all their claims of being
needed is nothing but a cruel and unusual hoax, way
more cruel than an all out war as prosperity, happiness,

peace and security is more than the absence of war it is
being rid of the people who stand on your backs and
hold you down, the...
shell people as I call them.
You may think we all are created equal but it is because of
a mass delusion of everyone’s thinking processes. Our
slave conditioning has totally taken over our rational
thinking process and not one in a million can or will
comprehend this fact. We accept what is dished out by
these people because that is the way it has always been and
no one ever learned to look past it all. These people are
only human in appearance but when you learn to see them,
no matter how nice and honest they appear, they are filled
with evil and wickedness as the bible states. The more you
learn to widen your thinking, the more you will see the
wicked ones, the devil class, Like; Vampires, wood ticks,
mosquitoes and leaches they always accused us of being.
The bible is full of truth about this class when you change
your view from what your religious leaders who fit in this
class preach. It all is a clever game of building need to
keep us off solid and unshakable ground. Their is only one
reality and it is right in front of you. For over 2000 years
now, Every single mental, physical and social ill can be
traced back to this world wide human delusion created and
perpetrated by the parasitical elite and all their followers.
MOST, do not even comprehend this thinking but it does
not really matter, reality will hold everyone accountable
and responsible for this hell on earth we all live in. These
people are not of the human race as they survive, thrive and
advance in a totally different direction as most would wish
for themselves and loved ones. Even in the animal world,

these are totally unnatural beings who prey and feed off the
ignorance of others. With This book, you will confront
facts that are totally open to debate.. I will show, They
need this chaos to survive, I don‘t, DO YOU? The harder
you try prove this wrong, the more you will discover, it is
right!. The bible, the law, all the numbers, facts, History,
Reality, personal observations and direct experience will be
explored and exposed to help you end their craft forever.
This is all a simple, straight forward, honest and 100%
provable, profound and World changing POWERFUL
points of view! My sole goal is to overwhelm you into
picking up the ball and taking it to the finish line for
everyone’s benefit and future! The whole world NEEDS
THIS KNOWLEDGE, My goal is to educate and
“Liberate” North Dakota, to educate the world, once this
domino falls, the world will follow as the benefits are truly
beyond all comprehension! What are we really leaving
behind in this sick and dieing OLD world order?
NEEDED SELF LEADERS
By the reading of George Orwell’s book; Animal farm, it is us it
speaks of! Just how many government authorities will you submit
too before you will see through it all? How many classes, races,
religions or cultures will you stand back and watch be destroyed
for the good of all before you will see it? How many more laws,
cops, taxes, regulations and people paid to hunt you will you blind
yourselves too? YOUR whole life is being eaten up for OTHER
PEOPLES PROSPARATY, but not happiness. You are on a fools
mission seeking a master and someone to follow while the ones
who manipulate you into making them lead profit in a material
world you think you seek. YOUR body is GODS vessel yet you
seek some other mortals to lead you and tell you what god wants
you to do and obey? Can I suggest you put an add in the paper and
hire a master? Ill bet you would have lots of appliers for the job!

Everyone would start out cool but in time, as you depend on them,
the sadistic nature of the dark side WILL prevail and they will
want and take more. Power feeds on power and when you submit
to one, it only goes one way. How many trials, tests, & time will it
take to see this? They figure if you are too stupid to not see
through the game, They will exploit your ignorance and live on
your laziness. You hop on anyone’s plate and YOU will be eaten!
YOU WERE LIED TOO! ALL power and authority over your life
is in a false reality, Nothing is not knowable? How could it NOT
be true? The government concept is a crisp and clear metaphor of
humans and their weakness to evolve. Before, You could not see
them because they live in the dark and YOU fear the light, you
choose not to grab the light? Their is no one but you to blame for
all this. YOU could have studied and saw past all this in the first
grade. When you fell for Santa or the Easter bunny, you sold your
mind out. This book is not about government, religion, me, law or
my revenge, it is a metaphor and parable of YOUR thinking, life
and beliefs. It goes to the very essence of EVERYTHING.
Am I nuts? delusional? Dangerous? (My lawyers, judges, Guards
and “owners” think I am,) Can I remind you THEY used to burn
witches, doctors, writers, scientists and heretics? “They” took it
out on people that didn’t fit, mostly, some of the most productive,
all to build a better and happier world?? FOR WHO?? Did we get
here because you didn’t pay them enough? resisted a little too
much? Are you just made evil inside? Are you sick and in need of
help? Not smart enough to cut it in this world? Were you just born
to be a poor worker? Food for the system? Just what did happen to
the Einstein’s, Plato’s, Socrates, Or Bach’s of the old world? Are
we just to lazy and stupid to do it again? Why has civilizations just
boomed yet the wise die out? With our education being the very
best in the world< most expensive any way> why do we produce
less doctors than Asian countries? With all the taxes, fines and fee
money, why can we not live in heaven on earth when it would
lower the cost of everything for everyone?
Have you ever wondered why you never wondered why?

Who pays when something is given away for free? Do you really
think Jesus worshiped the cross? Just why do we have wars, crime
and violence? Why 60 million laws when GOD has 10 and no
government or religion could survive in them? Could it be a class
thing? Why do we fear our paid protectors? Why do we slip closer
to hell the more we give? What if fighting evil was as simple as
shining the light of honesty and was to become profitable?

This is their future goals
This is not about the mass extermination of life unworthy
of living but about freeing the families and society of the
costs and burdens of supporting “THEM”
The choice is yours alone, keep your eyes shut or look
around and see. It is Evolution or revolution, Slavery or
freedom , Prosperity and happiness or debt and slavery,
War or peace, produce or take, us or them, life or death?
Slow and steady or fast and bloody is the choice we all will
face. out compete and out class them or let them terrorize
and kill us all.

D.A.R.P.A. & ETCHLON & H.A.R.P.
This will be the future of ALL of the taking class
I knew better than to attempt to defend myself or to shoot so I hid
the last week in the basement. The mobs are almost all gone now
and I am out of food. I figure I will dress like a commoner and in
their type of clothing I will be able go to the store, maybe Walmart and get food and supplies. I am seeing a lot of my friends and
associates all dead out in the streets or hanging from trees and
poles, Victims of these crazy mobs. This is 100% proof of what a
world without law and order can and will do, It is all proven right
here, right now. Their is no reasoning with an angry criminally
insane mob.. I was afraid at the way some would look at me but I
finally made it to Wal-mart, filled my cart with all my needed
supplies and was finally feeling good again, not everyone in this

world went nuts. That was until I went up to the register with my
purchases and wanted to pay. I was told D.A.R.P.A. Needs my
name. After the lady put in my information, I waited a few minutes
then she frowned and told me, I see that you have a value
destruction rating of 055 witch means no one will hire, buy, rent or
sell to you. You have been labeled a criminally insane psychopath
and a traitor to the human race, You have destroyed and preyed on
the very people who paid your way. You have been sentenced to
the parasite camp at the edge of town or total exile by all in the
productive class. You are not welcome or even safe here and you
need to leave RIGHT NOW. I have no care if you starve or freeze
as you had no care of what you have done to my family and kids
and called it law. You have mindlessly conspired to rob, enslave
and destroy the richest, free, and most productive people in all
human history all to buy your donuts and feel important, and think
better than us who actually produce benefits others willingly pay
for. You were a cop for 10 years! Any honest and decent person
could not do what you did and YOU did it. Your record shows you
enforced 32417 political agenda laws that damaged the lives of
twice that many In fact, You are only 28 points from being sent to
the war crimes camp not many will ever leave and a lot of your
comrades are in. In the camp you will enter, You will either die of
starvation, be eaten by your kind or learn to fix your mind and
become a productive member of society. You will be there until
you pay every victim back what you cost them, Your kind of
criminal will NEVER rule again now that everyone is educated and
awake.

This is not about the mass extermination of life unworthy
of living but about freeing the families and society of the
costs and burdens of supporting “THEM”
The choice is your alone, keep your eyes shut or look
GENOCIDE, TREASON, CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

All are distinct forms of warfare. a structured and
systematic destruction of innocent life by a state fiction or

bureaucratic structure that cloaks accountability and
responsibility for actions and inactions to release the guilt
from the actors involved. It is state sanctioned mass slavery
or mass murder. A self inflicted wound that makes a fiction
appear as the victim and this crime is on the increase world
wide! Constant fear, servitude, mistrust, secrecy,
corruption, evil, deliberate indifference, propaganda, and
slave conditioning leads to the breakdown of individual
responsibility and accountability and turns everything into
a science; Arrests, searches, interrogations, trials,
convictions, and killings on an assembly line to keep the
guilt out of the picture of the individual and on a fiction.
THE VICTIMS ARE TARGETS OF
FRUSTERATED, SCARED, HOSTILE AND
CRIMINALLY INSANE PSYCHOPATHS ON A
FEEDING FRENZY IN A MOB MENTALATY FOR A
POLITICAL GOAL AGAINST A DEFENSLESS
CIVILIAN POPULATION.
Identifying the seeds and signs of GENOCIDE
Whenever and wherever the seeds of Genocide begun to
sprout it is the duty of every human being to confront,
educate, expose, identify, and educate their neighbors and
to do everything in their power to wipe out the source and
causes before it grows any farther. The US goernment Has
in the past resorted to mass sterilizations, mass slavery,
incarceration, starvation, biological weapons. And direct
mass murder against it’s own people. If you doubt it, study
the history of blacks, the Indians, the Asians, and the other
classes deemed undesirable to the ruling elate.
The first victims of these actions are the dim, the kids, the
convicts, gay, drug and booze abuser, religious sects,

vagrants, tramps, prostitutes, the indigent and lazy.
FORMING THE PSYCOLOAGY FOR GENOCIDE
1. Massive economic and emotional fears of system
collapse
2. Massive incarceration for political crimes.
3 massive propaganda and incentive to build distrust with
your neighbors.
4. Massive political unrest and distrust were the rule of
deliberate indifference and silence rules.
5. Fascist philosophies of violence and pointing blame and
revenge against the target “social disease”
6 the herding of people into groups for easy targeting.
7. A building of a cold and indifferent population of no
involvement or care for victims.
8. The making of government dependants for food, health ,
jobs and housing, they make up the protector class.
9. Intensified class separations, growing unrest, riots,
blamings and violence.
10. Massive propaganda of crimes and victims to target
hate and anger.
11. Build a hateful, ignorant, gullible, hateful and
frightened, violent society
12. Ramped substance abuse, domestic abuse alcohol
abuse, mental, ills, violent robberies, to galvanize lines.
13. The blurring of reality, accountability, law,
responsibility, accountability, human integrity and decency
and the respect for human life and freedom.
14. A mental health, a social worker, a cop, judge lawyer
and bureaucrat in every aspect of every life.
15. AND IN TOTAL SCILENCE AND INDIFFERENCE

OF ALL.
Don’t get angry, GET EDUCATED! The cure for
genocide is ;
RECOGNIZE;
The degree of any nations freedom is directly related to it’s
freedoms, education, prosperity, happiness, and stability.
RECOGNIZE;
It makes no difference how a man is killed, to regard any
life as disposable is still and act of barbarism and murder.
RECOGNIZE;
Their can never be peace as long as the thought one life is
more valuable than another.
RECOGNIZE; FULLY
No revolution, no movement, no matter how justified, can
or will succeed without a solid moral philosophy to guide
it. That is the number one rule why this Government is
going to fall. MIGHT DOES NOT MAKE RIGHT! And
when you know a nations philosophy and motives, You
will know where it will lead. If it leads by force, fraud,
coercion and ignorance, A solid foundation of NON force,
NON cooperation,real truth, education, and the light of
honesty used by the likes of Martin Luther King, Gahandi
and Jesus, Used in the exposure of evil can not and will not
loose! They Fear the light and can only survive in the dark,
WITH NO MERCY, EXPOSE THEM ALL!!!
On the study of all this, I discovered some amazing facts of

human nature, I found interesting,
During the holocaust by the Nazis, 90% of the people went
without any fight? Most would strip, walk out to the mass
graves and lay down waiting for the bullet. And when the
camps were liberated, some would attack the liberators as
the enemy. Authority amazes me! Would You beg your
oppressors for mercy? YES, YOU DO.
It is still the same today, Go into any court room and watch
the victims wiggle in front of a cruel and sadistic judge
even if they know they are innocent. Their is nothing worse
for a judge to face a loud and prepared victim, not on the
crime but the quality and essence of the actors involved.
The more knowledge you pack away, the less fear you will
have, the more you will see and understand the whole
game. These people truly are the weakest, lowest life forms
on the planet, they earn or deserve no respect, trust ,
cooperation or mercy, they are their to take, that is what
they do and always have done. They are the taker class and
live in total deception of the entire human race, Who killed
the 3 world movers above? People, EXACTLY, like every
taker in all human history.
It is time to toss out the facts and let each individual stand
on their merits, That is the only way law and justice can or
will ever have any solid meaning and deserve respect of
the people and every crime is directly the result of
government education and power goals. . A CRIME
TAKES A VICTIM

DICTONARY OF MY WORD USE
THE STATE- A coercive monopoly with has assumed
ultimate control and authority over all humans in a
particular aria. State property is all possessions acquired or

maintained by and through fraud, deception and coercion.
It is a hiding place, a tool, for thieves, liars, every thieves
and aggressors are primitive states.
THE PUBLIC- a group of people who covet the property
of others and justify fraud and coercion to do it.
INSANE DELLOUSION- Believing an imaginary fiction
is real
INSANATY- Doing the same thing over and over and
expecting different result.
CRIMINAL INSANATY- A person with no concept of
right or wrong.
PSYCHOPATH- A person with no respect for another's;
time, freedoms, property, health, happiness, or life.
TYRANT- a criminally insane psychopath with assumed
power over another.
TERROREST- a person who uses force, fraud and
coercion to achieve a political goal.
TRAITOR- a morally and ethically bankrupt person to
weak to stand up to tyrants.
TREASON- Acts of disloyalty, aiding and abetting the
enemy and selling out his country.
TREASON 2: The offense of attempting by overt acts to
overthrow the government of the state to which the
offender owes allegiance; or of betraying the state into the
hands of a foreign power.
SEDITION: ...knowingly becoming a member of any
organization which advocates the overthrow or reformation
of the existing form of government of this state by violence
or unlawful means.
PERFADY- The act of turning the protections of law into
a weapons of theft, slavery and mass destruction.

PSEUIOPSYCHOPATHY- Selective joint criminal
insanity.
CONSTITUTION- The supreme laws of the land, The
peoples protection FROM it's governments agents.
IDIOLAGY- a vaccine that immunizes one from thinking.
ABUSE- All emotional, Physical, psychological, actions or
threats of actions that influence power, control or force
over another.
DOUBLING- Putting on another personality to cope with
inhuman acts committed while on duty to fiction cause.
PROFESSIONAL KILLERS- Sadistic, 1/2 educated ,
evil natured killers for a cause or fiction, the hands, feet
and bodies.
KILLING ELETE- They make the plans, supervise,
build, and lead killers Doctors, priests and clergy, judge4s,
lawyers, engineers,
military leaders, clergy, cops, teachers,
professors, scientists and skilled labor.
DEMOCRACY- Rule of common people by government,
Has never worked and always falls into mob rule.
REPUBLIC- Self rule Hired servants for the common
benefit of all, Rule of law over people rule.
SLAVERY- a situation where one has absolute control
over another ones life, liberty, freedom, time and labor.
WAR CRIMES- Acts committed under color of law
directed at a civilian population for power and control by
force.
COMPLICITICY- Going along and remaining silent to
crimes you witness.
RACKETEERING- A criminal conspiracy for profit
LISENCE- Turns a right into a privilege where you need

permission to do.
ATTORNEYING- The act of taking property of one and
giving it to another.
SEDITIOUS CONSPIRACY- The plot to overthrow ones
legitimate Government.
SERVATUDE- Bondage and slavery to another.
MISPRISON OF OFFICE- The failing at ones lawful
duties.
DEFACTO- Fake, a fraud, not real.
KIDNAPPING- A substantial interference with ones life.
COMMON LAW- Common sense, moral and natural laws
that serve a society and protect the individual.
WITHOUT PREDJUCE- This is to escape any un
revealed not explained and not in full disclosure contracts.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED- You reserve all your rights
government employees oath to protect.
SUPREMACY CLAUSE- The constitution IS the
supreme law of the land and not statues or codes.
HONESTY- The most potent weapon in this corrupt
system!
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANATY- brutal and
systematic actions cloaked in authority that would shock
the people. It includes everything from mass slavery to
mass murder
GENOCIDE
Acts committed with the intent to destroy in whole or
part a class of people deemed undesirable.
Imprisoning, causing serious mental, emotional or physical
harm and deliberately inflicting conditions calculated to
bring about the physical destruction of a class in whole or

part. Stopping births, taking kids, mass imprisoning,
killing, and all acts geared to the denial of the right to exist.
VICTIMIZORS- Propaganda, Ideology, bureaucracy,
technology, professional killers and the killing elite.
ACTS OF GENOCIDE- Political, educational, legal,
cultural, economic, religious, biological, class and
ideological /propaganda induced.
THE KILLING ELETE- They make the plans,
supervise, build the system, make and lead killers Doctors,
priests, judges, lawyers, engineers, military leaders, clergy,
cops, teachers, professors, scientists and skilled labor.
STAGES OF GENOCIDE
STAGE 1- divide and propaganda the us or them
mentality.
STAGE 2- De-humanize in propaganda (Jews, drugs,
Catholics, drunks, working class etc.)
STAGE 3- Organize job assignments and duties
STAGE 4- Polarize for division of groups with us or
them? Will to kill gets the power.
STAGE 5 - Preparation separate the victims and make
appear as less than human
STAGE 6- EXTERMINATION
Do you really think it can only happen elsewhere? Ask the
Indians, blacks, Chinese, If the US Gov. will kill its own.
Their is a lot of countries today that claim our go is
sponsoring war crimes in their country. This government
has never ratified the UN Genocide treaty because they

fear all the lawyers, cops and judges would stand war
crimes trials, THEY ARE RIGHT.
questions
1. SHOULD ALL INVOLVED BE BRAUGHT TO
JUSTICE FOR ALL ACTIONS AND INACTIONS THAT
LED TO THE ACTIONS?
2. ARE DRUGS, BOOZE, THE FALLING ECONOMEY,
THE LEGAL AND EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS ACTS
OF GENOCIDE?
3. IS MASS INCARCERATIONS, THE TAKING OF
KIDS, DESTROYING FAMILIES FOR THE STATE
GENOCIDAL ACTS?
4. ARE NOT STATE FICTIONS WHO ENFORCE
VICTIMLESS CRIMES ENFORCING INVOLENTARY
SERVITUDE BY LISENCING, TAXING, FORCING
SNITCHES AND PLEA BARGANING AND ALL THE
OTHER CRIMES AGAINST A FICTION NOT
DESTROYING FREEDOM AND ADDING TO THE
GOVERNMENT APPORATICE? The Contracting Parties,
ARTICAL LXV!!! of the Geneva convention of 1948 states that
if you commit an offence solely to harm the occupying force, not
harming life or limb of any member, you can be imprisoned the full
duration and the US Government has the right to impost the death
penalty without regard of the offence being punishable by death
under the laws of anyone.
FM41-10>> Concentration camps are set along transportation hubs
and are set up to take over Government Functions
ARTICAL IV>> the Geneva convention relates to the treatment

of prisoners in the camps. The US army maintains they have no
plans to detain Americans but foreign agents and war criminals
here in our country. The camps were set for conditions of war with
The USA. Treason is being at war & unfaithful to the philosophy
and laws of a nation.
The Constitution IS the supreme law of the land and THEY are
the foreign agents! The Bar never ratified this treaty, they knew

Declaration made by the General Assembly of the
United Nations in its resolution 96 (I) dated 11 December
1946 that genocide is a crime under international law,
contrary to the spirit and aims of the United Nations and
condemned by the civilized world,
Recognizing that at all periods of history genocide has
inflicted great losses on humanity, and
Being convinced that, in order to liberate mankind from
such an odious scourge, international co-operation is
required,
Hereby agree as hereinafter provided:
Article I: The Contracting Parties confirm that genocide,
whether committed in time of peace or in time of war, is a
crime under international law which they undertake to
prevent and to punish.
Article II: In the present Convention, genocide means any
of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in
whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious
group, as such:
(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of
the group;

(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life
calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole
or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the
group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another
group.
Article III: The following acts shall be punishable:
(a) Genocide;
(b) Conspiracy to commit genocide;
(c) Direct and public incitement to commit genocide;
(d) Attempt to commit genocide;
(e) Complicity in genocide.
Article IV: Persons committing genocide or any of the
other acts enumerated in article III shall be punished,
whether they are constitutionally responsible rulers, public
officials or private individuals.
Article V: The Contracting Parties undertake to enact, in
accordance with their respective Constitutions, the
necessary legislation to give effect to the provisions of the
present Convention, and, in particular, to provide effective
penalties for persons guilty of genocide or any of the other
acts enumerated in article III.
Article VI: Persons charged with genocide or any of the
other acts enumerated in article III shall be tried by a
competent tribunal of the State in the territory of which the
act was committed, or by such international penal tribunal
as may have jurisdiction with respect to those Contracting

Parties which shall have accepted its jurisdiction.
Article VII: Genocide and the other acts enumerated in
article III shall not be considered as political crimes for the
purpose of extradition.
The Contracting Parties pledge themselves in such cases to
grant extradition in accordance with their laws and treaties
in force.
Article VIII: Any Contracting Party may call upon the
competent organs of the United Nations to take such action
under the Charter of the United Nations as they consider
appropriate for the prevention and suppression of acts of
genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in article III.
Article IX: Disputes between the Contracting Parties
relating to the interpretation, application or fulfillment of
the present Convention, including those relating to the
responsibility of a State for genocide or for any of the other
acts enumerated in article III, shall be submitted to the
International Court of Justice at the request of any of the
parties to the dispute.
Article X: The present Convention, of which the Chinese,
English, French, Russian and Spanish texts are equally
authentic, shall bear the date of 9 December 1948.
Article XI: The present Convention shall be open until 31
December 1949 for signature on behalf of any Member of
the United Nations and of any non-member State to which

an invitation to sign has been addressed by the General
Assembly.
The present Convention shall be ratified, and the
instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations.
After 1 January 1950, the present Convention may be
acceded to on behalf of any Member of the United Nations
and of any non-member State which has received an
invitation as aforesaid. Instruments of accession shall be
deposited with the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.
Article XII: Any Contracting Party may at any time, by
notification addressed to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations, extend the application of the present
Convention to all or any of the territories for the conduct of
whose foreign relations that Contracting Party is
responsible.
Article XIII: On the day when the first twenty instruments
of ratification or accession have been deposited, the
Secretary-General shall draw up a process-verbal and
transmit a copy thereof to each Member of the United
Nations and to each of the non-member States
contemplated in article XI.
The present Convention shall come into force on the
ninetieth day following the date of deposit of the twentieth
instrument of ratification or accession.

Any ratification or accession effected, subsequent to the
latter date shall become effective on the ninetieth day
following the deposit of the instrument of ratification or
accession.
Article XIV: The present Convention shall remain in effect
for a period of ten years as from the date of its coming into
force.
It shall thereafter remain in force for successive periods of
five years for such Contracting Parties as have not
denounced it at least six months before the expiration of
the current period.
Denunciation shall be effected by a written notification
addressed to the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
Article XV: If, as a result of denunciations, the number of
Parties to the present Convention should become less than
sixteen, the Convention shall cease to be in force as from
the date on which the last of these denunciations shall
become effective.
Article XVI: A request for the revision of the present
Convention may be made at any time by any Contracting
Party by means of a notification in writing addressed to the
Secretary-General.
The General Assembly shall decide upon the steps, if any,
to be taken in respect of such request.

Article XVII: The Secretary-General of the United Nations
shall notify all Members of the United Nations and the
non-member States contemplated in article XI of the
following:
(a) Signatures, ratifications and accessions received in
accordance with article XI;
(b) Notifications received in accordance with article XII;
(c) The date upon which the present Convention comes into
force in accordance with article XIII;
(d) Denunciations received in accordance with article XIV;
(e) The abrogation of the Convention in accordance with
article XV;
(f) Notifications received in accordance with article XVI.
Article XVIII: The original of the present Convention shall
be deposited in the archives of the United Nations.
A certified copy of the Convention shall be transmitted to
each Member of the United Nations and to each of the nonmember States contemplated in article XI.
Article XIX: The present Convention shall be registered by
the Secretary-General of the United Nations on the date of
its coming into force. http://www.prevent
genocide.org/law/convention/text.htm ,
ARTICAL 6 I.C.T.R. WAR CRIMES STATUES
All persons who planned, instigated, ordered, committed or
otherwise aided and abetted in the planning, preparations or
executions of a crime shall be individually held responsible
for the crime. The fact that any of the acts was committed

by a subordinate does not relieve the superior of criminal
responsibility if he knew or had reason to know that his
subordinate was about to do did commit the acts and the
supervisor failed to take action and punish his subordinate.
http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/ictr0110web
wcover.pdf
YOU should key in "silent weapons for quiet wars"
A Value Creator's warning to the value
destroyers of the world and those who
support them.
Liberty was lost when the first human didn’t think himself
a supplier of his own personal prosperity and happiness. It
will not be restored until everyone does. The Great War
known as Armageddon is waged, the battle of good and
evil, clearly defined. The Constitution of the universe is all
the education needed to win the war of two worlds. Beware
North Dakota, War has been waged on me by enemies
clearly defined. It is time to end this sick game and get on
with life.
MORE FACTS TO PONDER
>Isn’t the cross a pagan simple, a medieval torture device?
> No person or class who created a problem will have the tools to
undo or fix the problem.
>Hitler never murdered the millions, the people he rallied and
manipulated into doing it did.
>For law and justice to have any respect or trust, every official
must answer to why we ended up here.
>Your certificate of title is proof you will pay road taxes bonds,
and fees, they pawned the title for the debt!
>The greater the populations security and freedom, The sounder its
money system. The more educated a society, the less crime their

will be.
> Freedom is the most misunderstood concept, IT STARTS
WARS!
>Freedom is not free food, free education or health care.
>Gov and religion feed and grow as people get dumped down
>True education teaches to see the essence and THE POINT
>Treason is aiding and abetting the enemy, isn’t paying tax and
fines treason?
>YOU have NO “right” to work, food, housing, medicine,
education or heat, you have a right to exist.
> Our whole educational system teaches us to fit in, adapt and
obey, Genocidal slave conditioning?
>Educational, economic, legal, class, religious, cultural are all
forms of genocidal acts.
>You can own a gold coin, you can’t own a fed note,
> You own nothing without real money.
>The Fed, Gov and religions are the biggest pyramid schemes their
is!
> YOUR labor and production is the only thing that make anything
of value.
> The cries of patriots are the last stands of scoundrels.
>Your name in capitol letters is a legal fiction of you.
>The price of gold is a good gage on the value of a declining dollar
>Having a lawyer in court states you are incompetent to defend
yourself.
> Their is no such thing as a lawyers license!( key it in!)
> Law is a common right for all
>Those not governed by gods laws will be ruled by tyrants.
> Reality shows Abe Lincoln the biggest mass murder of American
people, everyone in his war was American.
Republic VS democracy
Remember Bushes goals of spreading Democracy around the
world? Remember “ and to the republic for witch it stands?” What
an amazing game! played on a dumped down nation! No
democracy has Ever survived as it is simple mob rule, ruled by a

ruling class. They make the laws, vote among themselves and
PRESTO! a new income source of income for them all! You pay
them for breaking what they decide you shouldn’t do.
Political agenda laws eat real human life and the mob is ruling in
Your democracy! In a Republic, the law runs the roost, you can be
free and safe in your own home as long as you hurt no one, no one
will hurt you without trouble. The facts are, It matters not what you
call it, they do have a goal to rule you and be above you, only time
slows their goals.
THEIR IS NO VALAD AUTHORITY OVER YOU.

period!
>Ideology is the vaccine that immunizes the mind from reason.
>Man has survived and thrived for centuries without any Gov. but
go could not survive without man.
>Government and religion are the most destructive forces on earth.
They both work contrary to mans interest and breed ignorance as
they grow.
>Their needs and goals are 100% opposite of real reality.
>No country is free if one is enslaved.
>All mankind is severally biologically and Psychologically sick
and delusional.
>Politics is an irrational expression of human sickness.
>Mass structure is responsible for all social ills.
>We all have an intense fear and desire for freedom but no one
knows what it really is?
For over 2000 years, we have been programmed wrong for a class
support structure.
>One small candle can light a world of darkness!
Every social leadership roll is a producer> <parasite set up.
> Only by advancing the individual can the society advance.
>Universal laws are the essence of all law and religion and life.
>Universal law is NO force, fraud, coercion or violence beyond
protection from those who violate this law.
>All minds are cosmically connected, Their ill is YOUR illness.
>Mouth responsibility is everyone’s responsibility.

>YOUR JOB is thought, discipline and control of YOUR actions!
>We all are born and will die as individuals, What you do in
between the dates is what measures your character ,content, and
your value to society.
>No right of action can arise out of fraud and deceit.
>Honor is earned by honesty and integrity.
> Government is NOT a money making enterprise, It is a consumer
of YOUR wealth, security, safety, time, happiness and freedoms.
Ed, Dan Shane and Justin Curtis VS THE STATE
MOTION TO CLAIM AND EXERSIZE
CONSTSTUTIONAL RIGHTS AND REQUIRE JUDGE TO
RULE ON THIS MOTION.
This is a demand of oath of office protections from all officers of this court
as said oaths require. Since all courts require either a valid contract or a
damaged victim or both for a court to have lawful jurisdiction, It is now
motioned that a contract or victim be placed into evidence or said
jurisdiction is challenged and void for lack of evidence.
It is further motioned that the officers of this court are under oath and attest
that they are in fact members of the judicial branch of this LAWFUL
government and not under a foreign jurisdiction of Congress of the
UNITED STATES. You will fail to remain in your office if you conspire
against me, My rights and your lawful duties you collect pay for.
Now comes; Defendant ; _______________________Curtis
And moves this court, pursuant to said oaths taken by all attending officers
of the court and all public servants with express interest in this matter to
acknowledge the following.
1.
My time is not free, I will bill each and every officer at a rate of $350
per hour for my time and $10,000 per violation of my Constitutional rights
violated or ignored. I will seek full prosecution of the guilty for breach of
contract and dereliction of duty.
2.
To acknowledge and act in accordance with the US Federal court ruling
to wit;
A. The claim of Constitutional rights can not be converted to a crime

Miller VS U.S.
B. The Constitution is a written instrument, it does not change in meaning.
U.S. VS Kruikshank.
C. Silence can only be equated to fraud when their is a moral and legal duty
to speak.
D. A contract made in fraud is null and void in a lawful court of law.
3.
All officers swear to abide by oaths to the Constitution of the United
States Article VI clause 2&3 of the US CONSTITUTION.
4.
To provide full due process of law pursuant to Amendments;
1,4,5,6,7,9,&14 of the US Constitution and other revel ant amendments of
your job descriptions with the North Dakota Constitution as required.
5.
All officers swear to provide equal protection of the law with no
exceptions.
6.
To respect, protect and defend each and every right of this plaintiff, An
American citizen in this matter Guaranteed by all oaths of all officers of my
lawful Government.
7.
All officers swear to uphold the Constitution as the Supreme law of
this land and agree to help fully prosecute and bring to justice ALL actors
working under color of law, with no jurisdiction thus violating all concepts
of law and justice for this Sovereign citizen.

LET IT BE FULLY KNOWN, THESE ARE YOUR
EMPLOYEES; YOU pay them, they are your servants! it
is 100% YOUR responsibility they do protect and defend
the Constitution of the United states they took and oath to.
YOU will be the one aiding and abetting the enemy. Every
man that puts money into the hands of government places a
sward that will some day be at his neck and in his enemies
hand. Those who would take money through swindle and

without consent will use his plunder to make easier his
robbery the next time. When you allow your servants to
violate the rights of even one person, It is no less than an
act of war against the peace and security of all. It is the
public who must answer for their deliberate indifference
and silence.
The Nuremberg trials of leading Nazis made it abundantly
clear when they established the principals that individuals
can and will be legally punished, even with death for
obeying the laws of their Government. Their is higher laws
that every human is duty bound to obey, respect and live
by. To aid and abet those who would violate these higher
laws, will make you just as guilty as them who would do it.
In any court of justice,
YOU are either GUILTY or INNOCENT.
CRIMINAL CLASSESS
After the fall of Nazi Germany all Germans were divided
into criminal classes,
CLASS 1- Major offenders, top ranking officials of the
country and state.
CLASS 2- Offenders, activists, military, profiteers and
those who openly supported the regime for power and
profit.
CLASS 3- Lesser offenders and party members, the
followers who didn't commit serious crimes.
CLASS 4- The followers and small Frye who could not
avoid some form of participation to keep jobs and survive.
CLASS 5- The exonerated! The real heroes who were the
resistance, the terrorist of Nazism.
Warrant for Arrest

You have wrongfully stopped me from doing my duties.
I bill at $250 per hour + expenses with a minimum of 2 hours
defending myself for a victimless crime. The first 5 minutes
are free and I will bill you for any time thereafter.
Officer_________________
Badge#_____________________
$10,000 Damage per violation of each and every one of my
Constitutional rights you break.
I am not under Admirality or maritime jurisdiction nor a criminal nor
incompetent and dismiss you as my judge.

All rights reserved
After 5 minutes, I will charge you with
Count 1: FORGERY in violation of N.D.C.C. § 12.1-24-01 in
that on or about today , the above-named defendant, with
intent to deceive or harm another person, or with knowledge
that he was facilitating such deception or harm by another
person, knowingly and falsely made, completed, or altered any
writing, or knowingly uttered or possessed a forged or
counterfeited writing, pursuant to a scheme to defraud another
or others of money or property to-wit: that during said time
period, the defendant knowingly and willingly committed these
crimes.
Count 2: THEFT BY DECEPTION in violation of N.D.C.C. §
12.1-23-02(2) in that on or about today, the above-named
defendant knowingly attempted to obtain the property of
another by deception with intent to deprive the owner thereof,
or intentionally deprived another of his property by
deception, to-wit: that on or about said day, the defendant
knowingly and willingly committed these crimes.
THERE IS NO PROOF A CRIME HAS BEEN COMMITTED.
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to arrest the above-named defendants and
bring him forth before the nearest available magistrate to answer this
complaint.

STATE EMPLOYEES: 1. Scott Griffith, 2.John Irby, 3. Wayne
K. Stenehjem 4.Dorothy Howard 5. Douglas Herman, 6.Krista
Andrews, 7 Rodger Minche. Addar Boening, and ALL N.D. "
officers of the courts SHOULD BE IN PRISON.

Today, the technology is thousands of times better
NO ONE will escape justice. ALL forms of

communications, fax, web, e-mail, phones, meeting
minutes, and public records will be used to hold all
responsible when this criminal government collapses in
it's own corruption. It is in black and white! Either you
choose to be free or a slave. Either law applies to all or
it doesn't. you choose to live in an insane asylum or you
don't. either you choose non realty or realty. ignorance
or complicity . life or death, we are criminals or they
are. YOU can Coast or take charge of your one and
only life. Follow or lead, rich or poor, heaven or hell,
wake up or sleep? We are now living in the darkest
period in all human history, we went from the richest
and freest to the most enslaved debtors in all human
history. THESE ARE THE FACTS, YOU threaten MY
life and family with your ignorance. I have been
factually destroyed by YOUR public servants, I have
spent 7 years, 5 in prison for standing on the law. The
abuse of power, the out right lies, Treasons, rights
violations and complete silence and deliberate
indifference of all YOUR employees is way beyond
criminal. What gives YOU/ your employees the right to
tell me how to live as long as I hurt no one? What
business is it of YOURS what I do, say, ingest, smoke,
drink or do? What is freedom?
Psychological operations units exist!
FEMA, working with the US health services is preparing to operate
all mental health facilities for the USA.
IS IT FOR US OR THEM? That is 100% up to YOU! The
tools of mass oppression and mental screenings for those who
speak out is a form of Fascism or Nazism. It makes non violent
political prisoners food of the few. I believe, The Military will
liberate us upon the collapse of this Government. I see, while as

they were over liberating others, they will see their families were
being enslaved and robbed. I believe; JRCC> MRCC and the
Walls I was forced into will house the ones who did this to us and
all the silent ones who let it happen. Think on this, Is it really in the
interest of big business to narrow its market to just the rich? Is it in
the military’s best interest to damage those who support them? Is it
sane to go get shot at for a political agenda?
How could the world survive with one ruler and this flawed
philosophy we live with? Witch class really benefits this world and
who are the resistors to prosperity? I say, only the worthy will see
the future but who is the real worthy?

This is a small look at Corrinthians1
We were destined to be gods, How far into hell we go is 100% up
to YOU.
1;19 It is written, I will destroy the wisdom of the wise and bring
to nothing, the understanding of the prudent
1;27 God has chosen the foolish things of life to put to shame the
wise, god has chosen the weak.
2;5 that your faith shall not be in the wisdom of men but in the
power of god.
2;16 But we all have the mind of Christ
2;7 but we speak the wisdom of god in mystery, the hidden
wisdom witch god ordained and hid for the day of glory
3;3 You are still carnal their is still envy, stiff and divisions among
you and behaving as mortal men.
3;9 for we are gods fellow workers YOU are gods field, you are
gods buildings
3;11 no other foundation can man lay that witch was laid by Jesus
3;13 each ones work will become clear on their day of judgment.
Fire will judge each ones work of what sort it is.
3;16 Do you not know that you are the temple of god? and the
spirit of god dwells in you?
3;19 For he catches the wise in their own craftiness
3;20 The lord knows the minds of the and thoughts of the wise and
they are frugal.

3;23 and you are chrisms and Christ is god.
What Government or religion could survive under Gods laws?

THE 10 COMMANDMENTS
1. I am the LORD your God: you shall not have

strange Gods

before me.

2. You shall not take the name of the LORD your God in vain.
3. Remember to keep holy the LORD'S Day.
4. Honor your father and your mother.
5. You shall not kill.
6. You shall not commit adultery.
7. You shall not steal.
8. You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.
9. You shall not covet your neighbor's wife.
10. You shall not covet your neighbor's goods.
Bill of Rights
Amendment I
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of
grievances.

Amendment II
A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the
people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed.

Amendment III
No soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any house, without the consent of the

owner, nor in time of war, but in a manner to be prescribed by law.

Amendment IV
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but
upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the
place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

Amendment V
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a
presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval
forces, or in the militia, when in actual service in time of war or public danger; nor shall
any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor
shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived
of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken
for public use, without just compensation.

Amendment VI
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial,
by an impartial jury of the state and district wherein the crime shall have been committed,
which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be informed of the
nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to
have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the assistance
of counsel for his defense.

Amendment VII
In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the
right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise
reexamined in any court of the United States, than according to the rules of the common
law.

Amendment VIII
Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual
punishments inflicted.

Amendment IX
The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or
disparage others retained by the people.

Amendment X
The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to
the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people.

Declaration of Independence
IN CONGRESS, July 4, 1776
The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America
When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the
political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among the
powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of
Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life,
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.--That to secure these rights, Governments are
instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, --That
whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of
the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation
on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most
likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that
Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and
accordingly all experience hath shown, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while
evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are
accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the
same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it
is their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future
security.--Such has been the patient sufferance of these Colonies; and such is now the
necessity which constrains them to alter their former Systems of Government. The history
of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all
having in direct object the establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States. To
prove this, let Facts be submitted to a candid world.
He has refused his Assent to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the public
good.
He has forbidden his Governors to pass Laws of immediate and pressing importance,
unless suspended in their operation till his Assent should be obtained; and when so
suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend to them.
He has refused to pass other Laws for the accommodation of large districts of people,
unless those people would relinquish the right of Representation in the Legislature, a right
inestimable to them and formidable to tyrants only.
He has called together legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant
from the depository of their public Records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into

compliance with his measures.
He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly, for opposing with manly firmness his
invasions on the rights of the people.
He has refused for a long time, after such dissolutions, to cause others to be elected;
whereby the Legislative powers, incapable of Annihilation, have returned to the People at
large for their exercise; the State remaining in the mean time exposed to all the dangers of
invasion from without, and convulsions within.
He has endeavoured to prevent the population of these States; for that purpose obstructing
the Laws for Naturalization of Foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage their
migrations hither, and raising the conditions of new Appropriations of Lands.
He has obstructed the Administration of Justice, by refusing his Assent to Laws for
establishing Judiciary powers.
He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone, for the tenure of their offices, and the
amount and payment of their salaries.
He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent hither swarms of Officers to harass
our people, and eat out their substance.
He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing Armies without the Consent of our
legislatures.
He has affected to render the Military independent of and superior to the Civil power.
He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution,
and unacknowledged by our laws; giving his Assent to their Acts of pretended
Legislation:
For Quartering large bodies of armed troops among us:
For protecting them, by a mock Trial, from punishment for any Murders which they
should commit on the Inhabitants of these States:
For cutting off our Trade with all parts of the world:
For imposing Taxes on us without our Consent:
For depriving us in many cases, of the benefits of Trial by Jury:
For transporting us beyond Seas to be tried for pretended offences
For abolishing the free System of English Laws in a neighboring Province, establishing
therein an Arbitrary government, and enlarging its Boundaries so as to render it at once an
example and fit instrument for introducing the same absolute rule into these Colonies:
For taking away our Charters, abolishing our most valuable Laws, and altering
fundamentally the Forms of our Governments:
For suspending our own Legislatures, and declaring themselves invested with power to
legislate for us in all cases whatsoever.
He has abdicated Government here, by declaring us out of his Protection and waging War
against us.
He has plundered our seas, ravaged our Coasts, burnt our towns, and destroyed the lives
of our people.
He is at this time transporting large Armies of foreign Mercenaries to complete the works
of death, desolation and tyranny, already begun with circumstances of Cruelty & perfidy
scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous ages, and totally unworthy the Head of a
civilized nation.
He has constrained our fellow Citizens taken Captive on the high Seas to bear Arms
against their Country, to become the executioners of their friends and Brethren, or to fall
themselves by their Hands.

He has excited domestic insurrections amongst us, and has endeavored to bring on the
inhabitants of our frontiers, the merciless Indian Savages, whose known rule of warfare,
is an undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions.

THE PSYCHO DOCS
IF YOU WOULD REALLY LOOK INTO THE FACTS, THESE
PEOPLE ARE RESPONSABLE FOR THE DRUGGING OF
AMERICA
They are in fact, the most dysfunctional people in relationships and
most are divorced, drunks, pill dopers, perverts, sex fiends, sadists,
OUT RIGHT WAR CRIMINALS. The real damage they do in
their social engineering is staggering! They learn a couple fancy
medical sounding words, throw on a title and all of a sudden they
are authorities with the power to destroy your life. These people
started out as the driving force behind Hitler and are the ones who
sent a massive amount of kids to their deaths. Their old time
practices of the lobotomy was putting an ice pick into the corners
of the victims eye and into their brains. Their electric shock
treatments was straight up torture. They have weaseled their way
into every aspect of our lives, in schools, the results speak for
themselves. they push drugs on people who do not fit in to their
way of thinking. Einstein today, would have been a veggie! This is
why their is no more great minds! They try to get the world to
think like them and god help those who won’t! What would really
happen if everyone did? They produce NOTHING real, They milk
money in thousands of ways, like “treatments” and through
schools,, gov. and religious agency’s.

THE MYTH OF EDUCATION
REFORM
THEY JUST LOWER THE SCORES& REQUIRMENTS TO
LEVEL THE FEILD
1.IT DOWNPLAYS AND FOCUSESS ON BEHAVIOR, ATTITUDES
AND FEELINGS

2. IT HOLDS ACHIEVERS BACK TO HELP SLOW LEARNERS
3. IT PREFORMS PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS AND PERSCRIBES
DRUGS.
4. IT COERSESS KIDS INTO ACCEPTING THEIR ROLLS AND
VALUES
WHAT PSYCHOLGY AND PSYCHIARY BRAUGHT TO OUR
SCHOOLS

1. DISIPLIN CAUSESS STRESS> DISIPLIN IS BAD
2. STRESS CAUSESS MENTAL DISORDERS> STRESS IS
BAD
3. SELF DISIPLIN CAUSESS STRESS> BE KIND TO
YOURSELF!
4. ALMOST ANY ACTIVITY IS JUSTIFYABLE IF IT
REDUCES
STRESS
5. ALMOST ALL ACTIVITY SHOULD BE AVOIDED IF IT
CAUSESS STRESS
6. DISIPLIN REDUCES A CHILDS RIGHT TO SELF
GOVEREN
7. BAD BEHAVIOR IS NOT TO BE CORRECTED BUT
UNDERSTOOD.
8. THE RIGHTS OF THE INDIVIGUAL ARE4 GREATER
THAN THE GROUPS
9. HOW YOU FEEL IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN HOW YOU
BEHAVE.
10. WE ARE NOT REALLY RESPONSABLE FOR WHAT WE
DO.

11. THEIR IS NO RIGHT OR WRONG, ONLY OPINION.

ON ADDICTIONS
From food to heroin, to the quest for power, most Americans are
addicted, to something. Addictions are caused because we carry no
personal power for or over our lives. We never learned to look
inside to cure the habits.
In every kind of treatment, you go through the steps of being
powerless over your addiction. and you need to turn over your
personal power to others, some out side authority. When in all
reality, the first step you need is to take full responsibility over
your one and only life, IT IS 100% YOUR BUSINESS! No
treatment can or will work as they take the burden of self
responsibility away. To break an addiction, spend a week and
study all the options and build on their ideas and systems but YOU
will need to lead yourself. YOU are 10000 times more powerful
than they want you to know! Now, set a date> a week in advance
as D DAY is good to build all your thoughts, efforts and
knowledge fixing yourself., YOU need to become an expert on
your cure, not a follower! YOU must choose to follow your habit
or lead yourself out of it and collect ALL THE POWER YOU
EARN!! Only when you apply all the thought, power and control
needed to kick it, will you enjoy the full results of YOUR
PERSONAL POWER!!
I AM NOT
I am NOT A American, Arab, Indian, Asian, black, Arab,
republican, Catholic, Jew, or ANY of the thousands of categories
people are fit into

Do you like Jeff Foxworthy?
IF YOU BELIEVE "INSERT BELOW HERE! “YOU JUST
MIGHT BE NUTS!
or? Try this one!!!!!
YOU REALLY ARE NUTS IF YOU SWALLOWED THIS!

>If you believe; Government is a real and tangible thing
>Gov. owes you a job, health care, food, a living or a home
>if you think your ssi funds is in the bank waiting for you to retire
>others have a right to live by force, fraud and cohesion, just not
you.
>others own your body, time and life and have the right to force
you to do anything.
>Others can run your life better than you can
>If you believe free market capitalism is the problem.
>If you are thinking your government. has a right to 40-60% of
MY EARNINGS.
>The BAR, the FED, the IRS, or any other ABC agency is there to
help you.
>that you would be our robbing, raping or killing if they weren’t
there stopping you
>That life would end if the government. fell
>If you believe government people have rights, not contracts while
working.
>If you feel it is everyone’s duty to serve the government
> A bigger government will make you safer, richer or happier.
>that NCIC, COPS, Stansky & hutch are not powerful propaganda.
>It is your duty to run to government to fix anything or any one .
>As long as you hurt no one, that others have any right regulating.
>That their is a law stating you owe an income tax,
>That we even had a lawful government
>If you believe a “person or Citizen” is a human being.
>That you owe your life, family, freedom to a fiction.
> That is governments job to do more than to protect YOUR rights
and property.
>That business left the USA to exploit and enslave dumber people.
>The government didn’t horribly fail in the very few duties it had.
>If you still don’t believe you live in a nut hut, maybe your nuts?
>If you think a bureaucrat or 3/4+ of our government would
survive in an educated society.
>That humans need leaders, authority and officials over their lives

>That the blacks, or Indians , were not victims of US genocide.
>That others have a right to hurt others, for others, in your name
and at your expense.
>The war on poverty, literacy and drugs or terrorism is anything
less than a war on you
>A crime against a fiction isn’t a crime against all.
>In all human history, our government today is by far, mans
biggest threat.
>That you did not pay to have others enslaved and murdered.
>That Washington, Jefferson and Ben Franklin would’ t have been
hung if the British caught them.
>That YOU are not responsible and can hide in ignorance?
>That you have not been conquered and enslaved for fake power
and money in total silence?
>That codes and statues are for your protection, not a bank bond
investment.
>That if you let them add a million positives, the negatives will go
away?
>That your life is anything more than collateral for the national
debt to this Gov.
That cops. judges and lawyers do it all for your benefit?
>That their is a higher life form than the weak who pull their own
weight in life.
>That the records the government keeps ON YOU will not be used
to take the ones who took more than gave to society.
> That their is more to law than individual accountability and
responsibility.
> That their is a higher class than the productive class
>That god just quit making good humans?
>That you are not a victim of major war crimes that this life, right
here & now is all you will ever have
>You simply just must be a nut if you believe crime, war, poverty,
gangs, theft, addictions, abuse, tyrants, exploitation, abuse,
oppression, terrorism, fraud, schemes, racism, hatred, diseases,
genocides are not directly the result of YOUR ignorance and IS

NOT government created.

I AM A HUMAN BEING!!!!
A one of a kind, totally unique, independent, free thinking and acting, ORIGONAL
Human!!! No one knows, thinks or acts like me and all the crazy categories YOU try to
fit me into only limit YOUR view. Every single group you view another with is
narrowing your view. Their is no 2 people exactly alike on this planet, though out out all
history! YOU are a one of a kind! No 2 people have or will ever feel the same of
anything the same way. and by throwing up all these walls is Tyrant tools to numb your
minds. and not see the big picture. We only see all the “A POINTS” and it destroys “THE
POINT” we all are created equal and independent. This fact is way beyond profound the
more you think about it.

THE FORCES OF NATURE
One conscience human can do thousands of times more
than all the forces of nature combined.
WE ARE THE MOST POTENT FORCE ON THIS
PLANET!
Through the millions of years, no tornado, earthquake,
flood, blizzard or any other force of nature but man has
built a car, computer or wrote a book, song or even a word.
This is the best mother nature can do? A lion feels no gilt
when he kills and eats a baby deer because they lack
conscience It is also proof, we are not fully evolved. We
still cling to the survival of the fittest and this dog eat dog
world. Slavery, wars, crime and every single social ill is
proof. Every single one of us! What would be the reason
of having us if we were not destined to control our futures
for our own benefits. The facts are totally obvious when
you can step back and see the full picture! Our entire
reason and goal of human existence is to build heaven on
earth!. Only our own personal ignorance is stopping our
evolution. When we become fully conscious of who and
what we truly are, the universe will be all ours!

Take out a sheet of paper and grab a ruler! build yourself the ...

ultimate Personal motivator.
>

To start with draw 29 lines ____ across to the bottom of the page.

>

now across the top mark out 30 lines going down. I I I

> This will give you a total of 870 little squares
If you are 20 years old, mark off 240 of them little squares if your 40, mark off 480 of them.
Each little square is == a month of your life. Everything you have ever or will ever
experience in your whole time on earth is in them little squares. Every chance you will ever
have to help the world is on this piece of paper Every feeling, friendship and every chance
to benefit the world will happen in one of them squares and they do go fast.
I have used 540 squares marked off today.
That means I have only have 330 left to make my mark and be honorably remembered as a
benefit to human life. I have used 36 of my little squares in trying to help educate people
that are wasting and stealing other peoples little squares. because the actual truth is they
are wasting threes damaging others, They are wasting there squares and stealing others.
looking at this in black and white. How many more squares do you want to waste fighting
crimes against the state? The conspiracy to educate you will need to try them, they are old
and I am working on a key word page. Life is the sand in an hour glass, it flows one way,
UES THEM OR LOOSE THEM
From now till you die is all the time you have left to make your mark on the world, The mark is up
to you. I seek a few that want a good one

DON'T DO THIS SHIT!!!
I GIVE UP YOU WIN! HOW MUCH THIS TIME?
Everyone who has been forced to your courts knows
the truth and I have better things to do than think I
have a chance against you people in your court.
Anyone that has ever been forced to come here is
going to be robbed, imprisoned, and destroyed. WE
ARE GUILTY. It doesn’t matter what we say, do or
even if we are right or wrong. WE WILL GIVE or be
destroyed. Everything we say and do is illeagle and
there is some statue to take what is ours. There is no
defense from you people that won‘t get the person
killed. Your judges don’t care about anything but
taking maximum time, money and freedom from

everyone that is forced into his room. You have all the
guns, laws, statues and thugs to make sure you get
your booty. I just want to know how much this time?
Can I just give a check and end this so I can get back
to earning an honest living? I can no longer afford
justice.
Enforcers and Bad Laws
By Tinsley Grey Sammons
How can good people make a career out of enforcing bad laws? The for-thegood-of-society-protect-our-children-license laws cannot hold Common Sense at
bay forever. Enforcers must either be bad to begin with or become 'bad' in time
by absurd rationalizing and the suppression of their own Conscience.
Enforcers are only the 'hit-men' for the all-powerful Prosecutorial State. Bad laws
subsidize the Judicial Industry at the expense of the individuals who make up the
'society' they are employed to serve. Much of law enforcement's available
resource is applied to retrieving financial fodder to feed the 'courts.' Much of that
fodder consists of unfortunates who have done nothing intrinsically criminal.
'Well, it's the law.' This is the sorriest excuse ever created to justify the criminal
abuse and financial rape of ones fellow man. In reality, the most sophisticated of
America's criminals are in our legislatures and legal system. Since there is no
longer an effective separation of powers, it's time we went after them with
something more powerful than wishful thinking in the form of a vote at election
time.
The near-universal and institutionalized disrespect for the Bill of Rights has
greatly diminished the value of the ballot. What good is 'representative'
government in the absence of a legal system that stands firmly on universal
respect for Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness, and the laws of the land
made in pursuance thereof?
Re: The police code of silence. To have knowledge of a crime and fail to report it
is a felony known as 'obstructing justice.' If grand jurors were aware of their
power and their duty, they could quickly put a stop to the institutionalized
obstruction of justice by public servants. Grand juries should begin with
prosecutors who withhold exculpatory evidence and systematically use testimony
they know to be false. The systematic acceptance of false testimony has
become an institutionalized conspiracy and a joke among law enforcers, who
arrogantly refer to it as TESTILYING.

THE TIME TO CHANGE IS NOW
Would you purchase you?
Picture Gondi in a business suit, with an attitude!

I have some bad news buddy, in 5 years, Your labor now is building
prison housing for your stay in prison, YOU !, Yes, You are reading this,
you are being watched, Your electronic signature is recorded. You are
known for conspiring crimes against the state.
How dare you call yourself an American and be reading this trash.
There's still around 50% of your pay that's open for the taking. How
many more hours can you to work to stay above water and support the
system? You will be reformed into a law abiding American. From now on,
you will be wondering when they will come?
Will they shoot? You openly said you would die for your country. What
are they supposed to think? In 5 years you will be living with a lot of
people housed in prison towns.
Some might have jaywalked or said a bad word. Some will teach you the
ropes of the system, help keep you alive until you are reformed, and others
in there have nothing to loose, they would just as soon kill you as to look at
you.
There will be plenty of well paid guards and they will reform you. You will
be a law abiding American or you won't be tolerated. If you are a good,
obedient American you might get front row seat when they execute some
of the very people writing this trash.
You have a few choices folks, you can wait for them to take you,
You can grab your gun and dig a fox hole and train for the day, but you
will be out there with a 22 and get smart bombed from 50 miles away.
You want to live or die? You want to fight or learn to GONDISIZE em!!!!
Educate and Bill them out of our lives! They will do it to you or you can
STOP the war before it even starts! Join the pre game festivities in North
Dakota, join the fun! A $10, 000 grand prize will be split at the best
gondisizors!
You will become a rich hero perfecting your technique! You will make
bank and save the world while sitting at home! With the profits of the
game we can advertise far and wide, set up shows, Give houses away, start
hundreds of new businesses!
The choice is YOU in prison or in war. Either way, you can take your
chances of getting killed with no results. You can go with the flow and
take the time they will give you for reading this or join the rush of a
conspiracy to educate! Just… Ask them why! in a hundred different ways,
just ask them why! Forward the news you wish they knew!
YOU REALLY WANT TO SPEND THE REST OF YOUR LIFE
HOPEING TO BEAT THEM AT THERE OWN CROOKED GAME?
WHY?
GONDISIZE EM AND LET'S GET IT DONE WITH!!

This isn’t about anarchy , overthrow or revelation, it is about

replacement! EVELOUTION over ALL ELSE!
AND FINALLY

IN CONCLUSION!
I could have added thousands more pages EASLY!
but I know you wouldn't have read them. I do have a
plan and it is in your court if you want to join me. I
am seeking to build "P.H. PROMOs" A church of
North Dakota FREEDOM and a heavens gate
Collection agency!
You want to be a threat to SATAN?
WE WILL BE more ruthless and MORE sadistic
then ALL their collection methods! We can and will
be useing some of the best and HELLarious methods
their is to collect this debt! I seek people who will
learn the art of Commercial leans, The Taking of
their bonds, their homes and property, Legally and
for the good of all! We will be collecting the $250 or
is it $350 an hour for the 7+ YEARS I had them
all under lawful contract!
I plan on a North Dakota Mission to "REFORM"
them and heal their sick and wicked soles. We will
show them how it feels, taking everything from them
like ROBBIN HOODS! STRAIGHT UP, I AM
FLAT ASS BROKE, I JUST got out of their prisons,
every day of 5 years while I watched child mollestors
and dangerous people come and go 2-5 times in my
time there. How will the taxpayors react when they
discover 1/2 million dollars was TAKEN to keep this

dangerous thug off the streets? I am in this for the
long hall and am not afraid! I have NOTHING left to
take! I will be the useful idiot for ALL sorts of fun
and productive games! THIS WILL BE WORTH
BILLIONS!!! I am asking for any donation you
could spare and I will LODE you up until you have
enought for life!
Their is NO COMPETITION! this WILL be the first
to fall! I AM NOT doing this for YOUR money but I
could use a donation so I can concentrate 199 % on
this. I am after their 3 BILLION dollar surplus to RE
EDUCATE THIS STATE. I seek writers and I will
supply you with the most powerful library collection
on the planet!
I have a PRICELESS book collection and DVD
DISKS Full of EXELENT reads and study material. I
will not go back to work so they can again STEAL
EVERYTHING I OWN.I am NOT lazy but this is a
mission and I am an ordained minister! this will go
for my game of church and state! I plan on a new
religon and EVERYONE IS WELCOME! They just
have to give up sin! I have NEVER collected even un
employment before and I am 52 THIS IS NO SCAM

ndpow32417@yahoo.com
It is in your court

:-) (-; :-) (-: :-) (- ;
I DO NOT HAVE A GOOD COMPUTER TO RECHECK THESE

LINKS AND IT HAS BEEN OVER 6 YEARS?
There is no particular order to most of this. There is just too many
places to discover and exploit with this market
ALPHAPUB.COM
THELOCALGROUP.COM
BUILDFREEDOMPARTAL
THESE WERE GOOD BUT ITS BEEN 6 YEARS??
http://www.neo-tech.com/golden-helmet/constitution.html
http://www.neo-tech.com/neotech/zonpower/chapter29.html
http://www.neo-tech.com/neotech/zonpower/newwords.html
http://www.neo-tech.com/golden-helmet/intro.html
http://www.neo-tech.com/neotech/zonpower/chapter14.html
http://www.neo-tech.com/golden-helmet/chapter1.html
http://www.neo-tech.com/pax-b1/index.php
http://www.neo-tech.com/neotech/zonpower/chapter13.html
http://www.neo-tech.com/neotech/zonpower/chapter18.htm
http://www.localgroup.net/
http://www.neo-tech.com/neotech/zonpower/chapter29.html
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/phproductstaxrevolt/
http://members.aol.com/edsfreedom/myhomepage/politics.html
http://members.aol.com/edsfreedom/myhomepage/profile.html
TOOL SHED
http://home.netcom.com/~zeno7/persdec.html
http://www.buildfreedom.com/tl/afdvtrth.shtml
http://land.netonecom.net/tlp/ref/ra-oath.shtml
http://land.netonecom.net/tlp/ref/ra-oath.shtml
http://autarchic.tripod.com/files/links.html
http://land.netonecom.net/tlp/ref/ra-oath.shtml

http://www.libertydollar.org/default.asp?REFERER=NRC62813
http://www.geocities.com/Area51/9357/silent.html
http://billsardi.com/sdm.asp?pg=anti_ox
http://www.angelfire.com/az/sthurston/notice.html
http://www.angelfire.com/az/sthurston/openletter.html
http://www.angelfire.com/az/sthurston/RealityZone.html
http://www.embassyofheaven.com/catalog/licensby.htm
http://www.buildfreedom.com/tl/tl10e.html
http://www.soveriegn.freeservers.com/m_justic.htm
http://free.freespeech.org/americanstateterrorism/AmericanStateTer
rorism.html
http://www.americanjuryinstitute.org/
http://www.niqabiparalegal.com/archives/005425.php
http://i2i.org/article.aspx?ID=196
http://www.restoreliberty.com/sbc.htm
http://www.objectivistcenter.org/objectivism/links.asp
http://www.eatthestate.org/stock/
http://www.dsl.psu.edu/civilrights/chapter5.html
http://educateyourself.org/cn/fourteencharacteristicsfascism03jan04.shtml
http://www.freerepublic.com/forum/a375e98bd1b3b.htm
http://www.freerepublic.com/forum/a365877e542f3.htm
Tax and employee
http://www.taxtruth4u.com/acs.html
http://www.worldnewsstand.net/joyfoundation/stopirs.ht
m>
http://www.buildfreedom.com/tl/tl16h.shtml
http://www.solgroup.com/notax/ >
http://www.uimn.org/ui/708.pdf
http://famguardian.org/TaxFreedom/FormsInstr.htm >
http://www.svpvril.com/pdffiles/Withholding_Taxes.pdf >
http://www.preferredservices.org/Ax_the_Tax.1.html >
http://home.flash.net/~ur2good/next.htm >
http://www.hcabenefits.com/CPM/ESPPForm%
28May2002%29.pdf >

http://www.supremelaw.org/rsrc/cert3402.htm >
http://www.taxableincome.net/ >
mortgage stoppers clear all debt
http://www.the7thfire.com/debt_elimination/mortgage_eli
mination_process.htm >
http://www.debtcrunchers.com/bmi111/frm_bmi111.htm
>
http://www.terminatedebts.org/ >
http://www.bankhonesty.com/ >
http://www.freedomcommittee.com/1/1/freedom/bank03.
html >
http://www.buildfreedom.com/tl/rapecon.shtml >
power and mind
http://www.ftn.info/mainsite/welcome.asp >
http://www.geocities.com/Eureka/Mine/8702/index2.htm
>
http://www.theinternetmine.com/ >
neo tech books & path of least resistance for managers
http://www.2ndhand.org.uk/cgi/books.cgi >
http://www.robertfritz.com/index.php?
content=books&PHPSESSID=50b8e74f1cd4fee9a8e6
dc57d4f
d8bf3 >
http://www.advancedhealthplan.com/seekthetruth.html >
http://www.buildfreedom.com/content/metathinking_expl
ained.shtml >
http://www.buildfreedom.com/tl/tl05b.shtm l>
http://www.buildfreedom.com/dirmill.htm >
http://www.waterwind.com/LPmain.html >
http://www.buildfreedom.com/tl/wuapref.shtml >
http://www.ibiblio.org/fija/doigart.htm >
http://www.concentric.net/~conure/allen.html >
http://www.buildfreedom.com/tl/tl14.shtml >
http://www.buildfreedom.com/tl/tl05.shtml >
http://www.buildfreedom.com/tl/pct07.shtml >

http://www.buildfreedom.com/tl/pct07.shtml >
Business system/ neo-tech
http://www.neo-tech.com/pax-b1/index.php >
http://www.neo-tech.com/global_xz/chapter5.html >
http://www.neo-tech.com/protection2_xz/p468-474.html
>
http://supercivilisation.net/charts/master.htm >
http://www.neo-tech.com/discovery_xz/appendixd.html >
http://www.intagreat.isclever.com
http://www.arkenterprises.com/horsethf.htm
http://www.libertyforall.net/2002/archive/august17/person.html
http://www.asbar.org/Cases/30ASR2d/30ASR2d24.htm
http://www.neo-tech.com/neotech/zonpower/chapter14.html
http://www.asbar.org/Cases/30ASR2d/30ASR2d24.htm
http://www.asbar.org/Cases/30ASR2d/30ASR2d24.htm
http://www.spectacle.org/595/drive.html
http://www.electricnevada.com/pages01/vin_0221.htm
http://www.outlawslegal.com/drivingindex.htm
http://www.outlawslegal.com/driving/travelright.htm
http://www.outlawslegal.com/driving/court.htm
http://www.mainemediaresources.com/mpl_drivers%20license.htm
http://www.arkenterprises.com/dialch68.html
http://dhm.best.vwh.net/usenet/drivers-licenses.html
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/travel.htm
http://www.svpvril.com/drilic.html
http://www.backwoodshome.com/articles2/delsignore76.html
http://home.comcast.net/
~guy.smith2/GunControlBrochure6.pdf#search='is%20drivers%
20licensing%20constitutional'
http://www.gunnewsdaily.com/083100rweller.htm

http://www.sierratimes.com/03/05/09/greenslade.htm
http://hematite.com/dragon/gunlicenses.html
http://www.libertypost.org/cgi-bin/readart.cgi?ArtNum=15722
http://www.cjmciver.org/dl.shtml
http://www.cmlc.org/cmlc/takings2.htm
http://stop-abuse.20m.com/brian-ruth.html
http://www.sierratimes.com/archive/arcm092800.htm
http://www.petitiononline.com/space/petition.html
http://www.indianacrc.org/
http://pfcr.childrensjustice.org/Articles/child_support_industry.htm
http://www.restoreliberty.com/csupport.htm
http://pfcr.childrensjustice.org/Articles/HotNews/caconstchall.htm
http://www.fathermag.com/9604/abuse_industry/
http://www.falseallegations.com/cs-gay-p.htm#4
http://www.nhfathers.com/Letters1.htm
http://www.mens-network.org/judgejudy.html
http://www.ncfc.net/memberlg.html
http://www.falseallegations.com/guide-nd.htm
http://www.ezinearticles.com/?Brief-on-Jailing-Child-SupportDebtors-in-Unconstitutional-Debtor-Prisons&id=4754
http://www.ukmm.org.uk/issues/storyusa.htm
http://www.shatterdmen.com/StateChildAbuse.htm
http://www.r-kids.org/old/legislation2003/11)C.S.%20Reform%
20or%20Fraud%20-%20You%20Decide.doc
http://www.fathers.ca/child_support.htm
http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/6260/national.html
http://www.clasp.org/publications.php?id=4&type=1
http://www.law.emory.edu/10circuit/sept96/96-3007.wpd.html
http://www.fathermag.com/news/2764-child-support.shtml
http://www.geocities.com/capitolhill/5910/Georgia_consequences.
htm
http://www.geocities.com/capitolhill/5910/Georgia_consequences.
htm
http://www.fathersforlife.org/famlaw/csusgeorgia.htm
http://mensnewsdaily.com/archive/g/gay/03/gay050603.htm

http://www.apsanet.org/PS/oct03/baskerville.pdf
http://www.aaml.org/Journal/16-1/mat102.pdf
http://www.ejfi.org/family/family-15.htm
http://touchngo.com/sp/html/sp-5110.htm
http://www.state.wv.us/wvsca/docs/fall01/29687.htm
http://www.peak.org/~jedwards/DADS.html
http://www.cmlc.org/cmlc/litigat2.htm
OK, ONE MORE BABBLE!
CAN YA HELP A GRANDPA OUT?

Can ya help ME out here?
In 42 B.C. Cicero said "A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious.
But it cannot survive treason from within. An enemy at the gates is less
formidable, for he is known and he carries His banners openly. But the traitor
moves among those within the gate freely, his sly Whispers rustling through all
the alleys, heard in the very halls of government itself. For the traitor appears not
traitor, he speaks in the accents familiar to his Victims and he wears their face
and their garments, and he appeals to the baseness That lies deep in the hearts of
all men. He rots the soul of a nation, he works secretly and unknown in the night
to undermine the pillars of a city, he infects the body politic So that it can no
longer resist. A murderer is less to be feared...
It is time to wake up because you WILL be next.
For the good of this country and the good of this world, I seek your
action of Civil disobedience just ignore my babble but explore my quest!
You as a person, can help change the whole world, If YOU really care
you will study this right now! I have just days before I

THEY STARTED IT,
Judge for your self, AM I A NUT?

end in jail. You, Be the judge, when I say

I have come to the conclusion that we all have been had. They have
taken our pay to steal our lives and our lands, They have quietly
enslave us all in ignorance and poverty is that what we are to leave our
kids?
For the good of "THE PEOPLE" and the good of all kids it was time to
stand up and really care for life. I have been labeled a criminal and a
dead beat dad I am standing firm I see through there game, I am on
quest to find my owner and straighten this all out. I am here to
confront them and demolish their spell and help bring in the new world

order. If you really do care for your freedoms, and kids, I am counting
on YOU reading this; YOU are my ace in the hole!
We all have worked hard we should have heaven on earth but because
of some illusion we all live in hell? The criminally insane think
they own the whole world? With there silly word games, guns and
jails. They will be stealing from you as you support me in jail.
Times that by ten thousand, that’s a lot of doe. Without even a
trial, they expect me to pay, either do as I'm told or I will go to
jail.Am I to leave that to your kids? I am seeking your help telling
them they have met there match.
I have no fear and will not obey. I live for the chance to face
these criminal minds, thinking they own me Those who have stolen our
future and wealth
in a clever game they say is for kids. Some in this system have cost
a lot of lives with the catch word of the notorious deadbeat
dad. With a pen and paper used by criminal minds, I will be in jail
as food for a machine they have built, they made a new class of
criminals to fill your jails. When they are real criminals, I seek to
prove to you. You are the jury with more power than any judge. I seek to
face you all with the truth! I have no reason to hide, they can stand on
there whole pile of lies! I ask all you people to show your alive help
me in firing people on this free ride. They only exist with there
judges, guns and jails. There not doing there job of protecting our
rights, freedoms or kids.
They do it to get there piece of the pie. They make a good living
off the sweat of your brow. They have made an enterprise of
destroying prosperity and happiness for all. Enough is an enough it
is time to stand firm, all I am seeking to face all of them in a
court. With an impartial jury with more power than a judge. For the
good of my daughter and my new Twin grand kids. This is a debt I owe
all to them. I will not give a penny untill I have my day in court A
matter of principle and the oath they all took bottom line is it is

YOU

not knowing how to say no is what led to all this.

WAKE UP,

DO NOT LEAVE THIS FOR YOUR KIDS READ THIS DISK,
It is you I am talking about!
I’ll throw out my reasoning to a jury of my peers and see if YOU
judge me or them all insane. Will YOU help to convict and put the
real criminals in jail? I am simply Seeking what we all pay for,
Honesty and Justice, Is that a crime now?
I don't need a lawyer or there confusing rule books All I seek to do
is to tell the truth. I don't need no Latin or a masters degree I
will stand on a desire to put them away. I seek to ask them why they

want me in jail will that help the people supporting me there? I
will laugh at them all and the illusion they build all with the goal
to put me in jail. They can say what they want out of there silly
rule books but the bottom line is it is them who is wrong, who owes
who in your games of law? I sought a fair trial, submitted my briefs
seeking to show, we all have been screwed. With the illusions coming
from evil minds saying it is they who care, they do not even know your
kid? I seek to prove they destroy real lives they do it all for a
piece of the pie. Making sure all the bureaucrats above get a piece
of our lives. They live by a lie I seek the chance for a jury to
decide just who is the criminal, I invited there whole camp! It is
they who say they will make my kids lives grand, all that is needed
is throw me in jail? They will present a whole bunch of laws, crimes
and statues I broke not giving them the money until a fair trial. I
will stand there all alone with a grin on my face I will convict
them all with the simple truth, it is really them with criminal
intent. I seek to show what we could have had if we hadn't been
robbed by people we pay with no respect for the boss... I seek a new
future because something is wrong. It hurts deep in side, it is hard
to explain. What I am facing is really insane. With all the people
loosing Freedoms, money, courage and pride as we cower and submit to
the people we are forced to pay? I have yet to face or even to
find the one person that will say they own my life? There is always
someone else besides them behind a word that is stealing my wealth
and needs me in jail? I am still trying to pin it all down and am
totally confused, but hay, I am a curious dude! I am wanting to
straighten this all out I have just days to do it or you will
support me in jail, I talked to all the people below, I simply asked
them, and hit a brick wall? Try it yourself; it isn't a crime
talking to our " GOVERNMENT" we pay to protect. They take our money,
Time and Freedom then hire these fools. Then we wonder why we are
all broke? I would never have hired them if I knew the whole score.
I can't find the person to straighten this out but I know he will
send the people with guns.
All these people with guns will come to get me in the name of "THE
LAW" they will take my liberty because what I demand a future for
the kids? I want to face a jury and those who call me a criminal and
an enemy of THE STATE"" all I am seeking is a future for my girl.
They will send the people we all pay to protect; they will cuff and
stuff me in a cell. With the help of the "THE POLICE"" who Tell
me that they just do there job? As the cell door slams I discover
why my life is not all that grand and it is only because the
illusion they have built. I have paid for the destruction of "MY ONE
AND ONLY LIFE?" They call me a criminal because I really do care but

there way, I never will. I am seeking your help in just asking
them WHY they will put me in jail, I REALLY do care. It is them who
do not. With this little act of showing your there you can do it
right now and not even leave your chair! I ask you all too just copy,
paste, forward and blast this to all help reform them and show that
you care. Make no mistake, you will help change the whole world, or
sit back and do what you’re told. You as a person can bring in a
new, "NEW WORLD ORDER!" Keep reading, Give me a chance! It's not
like you think or they might imagine it is MY Future I don't want to
die in jail! This is different, the opposite of what you have heard
or believed! You can sit there and take what they give you or do what
Jesus wanted, that is build heaven on earth! Take this
small action and control your own life and do your part for the good
of human life. Do your part to help the meek inherit the whole
world! I will go to jail without your help!
I will not give them money until I have court. What is more important
to our kid’s future? Please does this right now contact
all the North Dakota Government right now, the police and judges
help straighten them out! When you do your part of carving this
beast, we will all get what was promised that is heaven on earth!
With your simple act of a disobedience. Please, help me out here It
is not a crime, but showing your alive, that you really do care!
Your help here will go a long way for the benefit of all human life
and the future for all. My Daughter has suffered; my new grand
children’s future will be stolen if you don't make this stand. I am
seeking your help to put down a scam and to stop to there evil word
games. Oh, and to and keep me out of jail! I used to call it "MY
GOVERNMENT?" I didn’t pay for this? I am seeking $12 million dollars for
a little while longer then the single people who
damage our freedoms will be exposed and held accountable for what they
have caused; it will be a lot more if I go to
jail. I seek all you people to help collect on this debt and
hopefully send some of our unfaithful employees to jail. Every day
lost is a crime to us all supporting the people who would hurt child?
As Jesus said “They do it in the darkness because they fear the
light" With your help, they will shrivel and die. "They sift out a
camel to catch a knat" and that is there game to rule the whole
world. My favorite from what Jesus has said, AND THE MEEK SHAL
INHERIT THE WORLD! I know in my heart I do is the right thing and
will help my daughter and her two new kids more than a few hundered
dollars a month would ever do. I have a choice and
dream for my Grand children, you have your choice on your NWO!
Please, just ask them why?

MORE

ADVENTURES!

Some victims of IGNORANCE ;-(
Randy Orville Brouse, 33, of Illinois, when jailed for felony
failure to pay child support, hung himself
Trevor Goddard, 37, of North Hollywood, California, committed
suicide on June 8, 2003
Robert R Steadman, 33, of Sewickley Township, Pennsylvania, hung
himself in April, 2003 during his second imprisonment for failure to
pay child support.
Reinaldo Rivera, 25, of New Jersey was jailed for failure to pay
child support. He hung himself with a sheet after one week in jail
in April,
Mark Edward Dexel, 42, of Canada hung himself on January,
Derrick K. Miller, 43, of San Diego, While holding his divorce
papers in one hand and pulling a pistol in the other, he told the
guard, "You did this to me.".
Carl Tarzwell, Jr., 37, was arrested on June 20, 2001, for failing
to pay child support. Carl hung himself within a few hours of being
jailed.
James Gunter, 45, an emergency services police officer, took his
life on the third try while incarcerated for the third time
Randy Johnson, 34, of Sommerset, Kentucky hung himself on the second
day of his incarceration for felony failure to pay child support
Darren Bruce White, 34, of B.C., Canada, he was paying $439 a month
support in his first marriage and was only making $950 a month
killed himself
Dimitrius Underwood, 22, , slashed his throat with a kitchen knife
when the Lansing police tried to arrest him for failing to pay child
support
David Guinn, 38, incarcerated for probation violations and was
behind on his child support, hung himself on November, .
James A. Poore, 33, of Bristol, Tennessee, arrested found a shotgun

while on a work release and promptly blew a hole in his chest
Kenneth Taylor, 40, of Nebraska, hung himself while jailed for
felony child support in November
Antonio Merola <http://fathersforlife.org/menbroke.htm> - Accused of
sexually abusing son, shot father-in-law, jailed
Anthony Clemson <http://www.dads4kids.com/Clemson.htm> - Suicide,
Hanging
Brian Smith <http://www.dads4kids.com/Smith.htm> - Suicide, overdose
Clifford Peacock <http://www.dads4kids.com/Peacock.htm> - Suicide,
Gassed in car
Clive Cass (U.K.) <http://www.dads4kids.com/Cass.htm> - Suicide,
Drowned
Darrin White <http://fathersforlife.org/fatherhood/white.htm> Suicide by hanging (after he got sentenced to pay child support
<http://fathersforlife.org/CS/can/history.htm> and alimony at more
than twice his income - he had just enough money left to buy a
length of new rope.)
David Bengert
<http://fathersforlife.org/fatherhood/David_Bengert.htm> - Suicide,
shot himself in mother's home
David Clancy <http://fathersforlife.org/fatherhood/Clancy_D.htm>, an
Edmonton police officer, shot himself
David Dosdall <http://fathersforlife.org/menbroke.htm> - Suicide
David Harmsworth (U.K.) <http://www.dads4kids.com/harmsworth.htm> Suicide, Gassed in van
David Piggott (U.K.) <http://www.dads4kids.com/Piggott.htm> Suicide, Poisoning
Derrick K. Miller Sr.
<http://fathersforlife.org/fatherhood/Miller_D.htm> - Suicide, shot
himself on courthouse steps
Edmonton man <http://fathersforlife.org/menbroke.htm> found hanging

in fire - Suicide
Garrett Williams <http://www.dads4kids.com/williams.htm> - Suicide,
Strangled
Grant Harder
<http://fathersforlife.org/fatherhood/Grant_Harder.htm> - Murdersuicide; near Camrose, Aberta, Canada
Gregory D. Seath <http://fathersforlife.org/fatherhood/Seath.htm>,
Police Officer - Suicide in front of super-market shoppers
James Gritz <http://fathersforlife.org/menbroke.htm> - Found shot
J.D. Creason <http://fathersforlife.org/lawyerv1.htm> - to be put on
trial for attempted murder of lawyer
John Rubben, Mark Corkish (U.K.)
<http://www.dads4kids.com/Corkfish.htm> - Suicides, Fall off Bridge
and Poisoning
Kelly McGinness <http://fathersforlife.org/lawyerv1.htm> - sentenced
to 70 years for murdering lawyer
Larry Cofield <http://fathersforlife.org/menbroke.htm> - Suicide
Man hangs himself <http://fathersforlife.org/menbroke.htm> at
concert - Suicide
Man shoots children and himself
<http://fathersforlife.org/fatherhood/texasshooting.htm> Murder/Suicide; Throckmorton, Texas
Mark Edward Dexel
<http://fathersforlife.org/fatherhood/Mark_Dexel.htm> - Father of
five, suicide by hanging
Martin Romanchick <http://fathersforlife.org/menbroke.htm> - Suicide
Marvin Davids <http://fathersforlife.org/fatherhood/davids.htm> Suicide
Michael Horner (U.K.) <http://www.dads4kids.com/Horner.htm> Suicide, Gassed in car

Petruk <http://fathersforlife.org/menbroke.htm> - Murder/Suicide
Peter Ayres (U.K.) <http://www.dads4kids.com/Ayres.htm> - Suicide,
Electrocution
Peter Kiss <http://fathersforlife.org/fatherhood/grimsby.htm> Killed five in murder-suicide in Grimsby, Ontario
Peter Stafeeieri <http://www.dads4kids.com/Stafeeieri.htm> - Suicide
Reginald Sublet <http://fathersforlife.org/menbroke.htm> - Murdersuicide
Randy Couch <http://fathersforlife.org/couch.htm> - Suicide
Roger Sandsmark <http://fathersforlife.org/lawyerv1.htm> - Murder of
Lawyer - Suicide
Stefan F., Paris, Texas - Suicide
<http://fathersforlife.org/fatherhood/StefanF.htm>; Mom abducts
their son to Germany. Courts sit on their hands. Dad shoots himself.
Stephen Jackson (U.K.) <http://www.dads4kids.com/jackson.htm> Suicide, Poisoned
Steven Cook
<http://www.fatherhoodcoalition.org/cpf/inthenews/2001/Cathy_Young_Gl
obe_0523htm.htm> - Suicide, (after being jailed for two months for
calling his 3-year-old daughter on the wrong day of the week)
Steve Sanders <http://fathersforlife.org/menbroke.htm> - Suicide
Simon Gonzales <http://www.denverpost.com/news/news0706a.htm> Murder of 3 Daughters - Suicide-by-Police
Thomas Alaimo
<http://fathersforlife.org/fatherhood/Thomas_Alaimo.htm> - Suicide
by hanging
Tony Cummings (U.K.) <http://www.dads4kids.com/Cummings.htm> Suicide, Hanging
Trevor Lane (U.K.) <http://www.dads4kids.com/Lane.htm> - Suicide,
Gassed in car

Warren Gilbert <http://www.dads4kids.com/gilbert.htm> (Australia) Suicide holding a letter of demand from the CS agency, gassed in car
BILLING STATEMENT
You people are a weapon of mass destruction on all America. I Think
about all the lives and money you people have stolen, the futures
you have destroyed, the people you have murdered in your quest for
your Federal dollars. Because you people assaulted me, I am here to
collect from each and every one of you for the massive crimes and
dammages you have caused my life under your COVER "for the children." I
seek the chance to prove to a lawful jury, you people are criminally
insane, You knowingly participate in crimes against humanity.
Out of your court room, here and now. I seek damages in the amount
of $12 MILLION for the re educating this state and the years of pain
and suffering you people have caused. You have unfaithfully and
unlawfully stolen from me, you have allowed others to kidnapped me with
the help of the Fargo PD, and Cass County Sheriffs dept. I seek justice
You have used extortion tactics on me, threatened me, and
participated in major frauds against me under color of law. You are
directly responsible for massive pain and suffering in my life. I am
seeking every cent you have stolen under color of law returned to me
in full, I seek 12 million from you people for my time stolen. I am not
greedy or am I willing to settle for less. I believe, I can prove to a
jury, you are all criminally insane for your what you have done to the
people who have paid your salary. I am one in a long line of your
victims, the longer you take, the more of your victims will come seeking
justice from you and his evil hoax.
# 1 For the irreplaceable amount of my life you all have conspired
together and stolen from me under color of the law, I seek justice
through a jury.
#2 For the years of pain and suffering you people have caused to me
my life is mine. I seek the facts presented to a jury , you all are bias
#3 Because I am forced into defending myself from you and your
system. I seek compensation for it. I will be seeking damages from
this day forward at $1,500 a day until justice is served from each
and every person I have contacted and was completely ignored by. I
will hold everyone accountable for this bill with the names suppled
to the rightful jury of my peers. This war on terror will end right
were it should, right on your laps for a better America.

PLEASE, JUST ASK THESE PEOPLE WHY?

Find some stuff to help educate them!
SAnderson@ndcourts.com, ZAnderson@NDCourts.com,
JBekken@NDCourts.com, BrBohlman@NDCourts.com, KBraaten@NDCourts.com,
LChristofferson@NDCourts.com, GDawson@NDCourts.com,
LFontaine@NDCourts.com, DFoughty@NDCourts.com, RGeiger@NDCourts.com,
RGoodman@NDCourts.com, president@whitehouse.gov,
JGreenwood@NDCourts.com, RGrosz@NDCourts.com,
GHagerty@ndcourts.com, BHaskell@ndcourts.com, DHerman@ndcourts.com,
RHilden@NDCourts.com, RHolte@NDCourts.com, GHolum@NDCourts.com,
JIrby@NDCourts.com, LJahnke@NDCourts.com, DJorgensen@ndcourts.com,
LKetterling@NDCourts.com,
DKleven@NDCourts.com, DMattson@NDCourts.com,
JMcClintock@NDCourts.com, MMcGuire@NDCourts.com,
BMcLees@NDCourts.com, JMedd@NDCourts.com, DWNelson@ndcourts.com,
JPaulson@NDCourts.com, FRacek@NDCourts.com, BRiskedahl@ndcourts.com,
BRomanick@ndcourts.com, GRustad@ndcourts.com,
ASchmalenberger@NDCourts.com, TSchneider@ndcourts.com,
MSimonson@NDCourts.com, wwebb@ndcourts.com, RWefald@ndcourts.com,
ndag@state.nd.us
RESOPNSABLE FOR THOUSANDS IN JAIL sokand@state.nd.us

Fargo cops STOLE $600
jretterath@ci.fargo.nd.us, tgosmundson@ci.fargo.nd.us,
cjmagnus@ci.fargo.nd.us,
katernes@ci.fargo.nd.us , jmwilliams@ci.fargo.nd.us ,
mjmitchell@ci.fargo.nd.us,
jminette@ci.fargo.nd.us, plswift@ci.fargo.nd.us,
cwnestler@ci.fargo.nd.us ,
kcolvin@rrrdc.com, jchuntley@ci.fargo.nd.us,
larognlin@ci.fargo.nd.us,
smstenerson@ci.fargo.nd.us, mnelson@rrrdc.com,
jahinkel@ci.fargo.nd.us,
jestoll@ci.fargo.nd.us, bjbaer@ci.fargo.nd.us,

tgosmundson@ci.fargo.nd.us,
mjmitchell@ci.fargo.nd.us, pdlaney@ci.fargo.nd.us,
plswift@ci.fargo.nd.us,
jfvettel@ci.fargo.nd.us ,gmstone@ci.fargo.nd.us,
sjruziska@ci.fargo.nd.us ,
klvolrath@ci.fargo.nd.us,vjboatright@ci.fargo.nd.us,todahle@ci.fargo.
nd.us,
jaskuza@ci.fargo.nd.us,rjrenner@ci.fargo.nd.us,drstoll@ci.fargo.nd.us
,
pjclaus@ci.fargo.nd.us,pjclaus@ci.fargo.nd.us,cjcarlisle@ci.fargo.nd.
us,
cwnestler@ci.fargo.nd.us,pdlaney@ci.fargo.nd.us,detodd@ci.fargo.nd.us
,
jpjohnson@ci.fargo.nd.us,trhanson@ci.fargo.nd.us,
amwelder@ci.fargo.nd.us,
klpallas@ci.fargo.nd.us,mdsanders@ci.fargo.nd.us,
wmjorgenson@ci.fargo.nd.us,
smlynk@ci.fargo.nd.us,gjlemke@ci.fargo.nd.us,
gmanderson@ci.fargo.nd.us,
tdreopelle@ci.fargo.ns.us,krdeberg@ci.fargo.nd.us,
lskalsow@ci.fargo.nd.us,
gpbenjamin@ci.fargo.nd.us,gjlemke@ci.fargo.nd.us,
djtellinghuisen@ci.fargo.nd.us , detodd@ci.fargo.nd.us ,
law***charlese@stis.net, ccwriter51@sbcglobal.net,
astalheim@hotmail.com, a1singledad@yahoo.com , a227144a@yahoo.com ,
a5terry@yahoo.com , a_angel_4u2@yahoo.com ,
ktmvchick2003@yahoo.com , pkboo99@hotmail.com , abe9204@yahoo.com,
kelky67@aol.com, themagus418@sbcglobal.net, cmoonburton@aol.com ,
willusmc2002@yahoo.com , info@jamesvitale.com, uncommonlife@usa.com, chuppmd@yahoo.com , acutiewitabooty007@yahoo.com,
AdamMRosenberg@hotmail.com, adamtremper@yahoo.com,
adbiii33@yahoo.com , adore_rae@yahoo.com, adv_seeker_2000@yahoo.com,
slipknot_dragon@sbcglobal.net, afungal2b@yahoo.com,

alan_pr_blk_m@yahoo.com, amylynn200317@yahoo.com, navenave@aol.com,
Martinidance2@aol.com, amandabiltz@yahoo.com, trisha1975@yahoo.com,
zayid_1@yahoo.com, palemparte@aol.com, califgirlinfla@yahoo.com,
snj_jeep_man@yahoo.com, lawman0121@yahoo.com, five0sender@yahoo.com,
chrystal_iroc@yahoo.com, hurstons@yahoo.com, APD832@BELLSOUTH.NET,
aunt_tashie@yahoo.com, inquisitor_ams@yahoo.com,
autotrracer@yahoo.com, avc113@yahoo.com, badgebunny911us@yahoo.com,
patrickmjk@northlink.net, blondexcuse4me@yahoo.com,
brad_morgan_64@yahoo.com, caroquintero@hotmail.com,
comac_103@yahoo.com, ct3621@yahoo.com, cwhitet@aol.com,
dadcrzy_88@yahoo.com,
deputy282001@yahoo.com, deputy_jim@yahoo.com,
deputycharlie@yahoo.com, deputyross015@yahoo.com, dli1099@yahoo.com,
dptydawg@webtv.net, Drmin2BAK9oficer@aol.com, Kssisson@netzero.net,
emaus70@yahoo.com,
I sent my case to there own camp, either they can not read or
didn't care? ALL N>D> officials are in this trap!
I sent my case to people in there camp.
YOU WERE MY JURY AT MY EXPENSE, YOU IGNORED IT.
#1 Carla Kelolling, 600 E. Boulevard Ave. Bismarck, N.D.
#2 Gail Hagerty P.O.B. 1013 Bismarck, N.D.
#3 John Hoven Dept.101 600 E. Boulevard Bismarck, N.D.
#4 Wayne Stenehjem Dept. 125 600 E. Boulevard Bismarck, N.D.
#5 James Patrick Fitzsimmons P.O.B. 217 Newtown N.D.
58763
#6 Bruce Furness 200 North 3rd. St. Fargo, N.D.
#7 Jack Dalrymple Dept.101 600 E. Boulvard Bismarck N.D.
#8 Nicole Weiler Dept 101 600 E boulevard Ave. Bismarck, N.D.
#9 James Abbot 2701 South Columbia Road, , Grand Forks, ND
58201-6029
#10 Kathy Kessler 600 East Boulevard - Judicial Wing, ,
Bismarck, ND 58505#11 Keith Magnusson 608 East boulevard. Bismarck,

N.D.
#12 Christine Hogan PO Box 2136 Bismarck, ND 585022136
Because no justice was performed with these people named below, It
is now in your hands. I will be
Norman Backes 211 9th St. S. Fargo, N.D.
Adair Boening P.O.B. 2806 Fargo, N.D.
John Allen 414 4th Ave. N.
Fargo, N.D.
Cara Olsen 414 4th Ave. N
Fargo, N.D.
Defendant: Ed Curtis 924 5th St. S. Fargo N.D. 58103

http://www.neo-tech.com/finalevo/evo-004.html .
http://www.neo-tech.com/finalevo/evo-004.html
http://hometown.aol.com/edsfreedom/myhomepage/politics.html
My choice in your system is to pay you or go to jail as a deadbeat
dad?
I am not trapped in your illusions like thousands of others. I am
not conned by your propaganda and lies. I know the truth. You cannot
help a Nation by stealing from it and that is all you do. Now, you
want to throw me in jail and have the mom and everyone in North
Dakota support me to propagate your destructive illusions? I had a
choice, so did she. I could have forced her to have an abortion,
forced her into an adoption or, like others, kill her for choosing
to be a mother. I could sue for 18 years of emotional stress
claiming her choosing parenthood caused me nausea and headaches and
robbed me of sleep and appetite. I can argue many points of the
legality of this whole system; it is built on a massive fraud. I
could cost the taxpayers thousands of dollars in court costs but the
bottom line is. This court is killing a growing number of people as
witnessed on the news recently. This court is stealing billions of
our tax money to build an illusion of helping the children. In

reality, this agency is destroying the future of everyone in
America. You slander millions of people with the coin words "dead
beat dads." The truth is men have no say past the sexual act. You
people are misleading, living off, imprisoning, and destroying a
whole nation with propaganda that is not based on the truth but a
goal of building Government. You demand 18+ years of servitude for
a women's choice. You push the illusion you care but in reality,
you
do it for Federal dollars. Your propaganda is making sex a crime.
Instead of war, killing, or treason to the Constitution witch you
all do knowingly and willingly. Your propaganda is making men public
enemies instead of yourselves. You have loaded up the prison system,
destroyed families and damaged millions of lives for these Federal
dollars. We are forced to support parents in jail so you get the
money. You destroy people's future as they are forced to just
survive enough to pay their bill or go to jail. How does anything
you do benefit anyone but the system? You say the State has
a "compelling interest" in the welfare of children." This is fraud,
because the State simply "presumes" that authority, without any of
the above procedural due process - no hearing, no evidence, nothing.
It is called "procedural fraud."
In Civil Law, a "contract", "debt" or "obligation" is set forth in
writing, but apparently not in the supposedly Civil "Family Law"
system. They won't show you a contract, and in fact refuse to
discuss it. The US Supreme Court clearly states that a "hidden
contract is an abhorrent in law." Case law says "an ability to pay"
must be demonstrated before the penalties of incarceration can be
applied this government program is the most destructive,
debilitating and even deadly ever devised by our "public servants.
Both the State and Federal courts duly uphold that there must be
proof "beyond a reasonable doubt" that this alleged contempt was
a "willful disobedience" of the court's order, and further, that the
burden of that proof is on the prosecution to show that "an ability
to pay" exists, but was willfully disobeyed. Except, of course, in
Family Law, where "pay up of go to jail" is enforced almost
universally: No hearing, no evidence needed. Approximately 25,000
men committed suicide last year. While we do not know the exact
reasons why, because they are not here to tell us, we do know that
80% of them were "recently involved" in a Family Court case. That,
on average, is almost 400 men for every State. We can't even begin
to estimate that price tag, except, to say, that none of them are
paying taxes anymore or helping the kids. My stand is, I refuse to
make the mother and my child support me because I can't support
them. You have the power, USE IT, SHOOT ME! Show the only real power

you have. I have a goal of eliminating the entire child support
system and know it would save the taxpayer at least 100 billion
dollars every year. It might also just save our society. This is
what I seek to do to help the kids and mothers, smashing your
propaganda and exposing the real criminals who deserve prison.

this is from aaaaa dvd disk I made
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